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Proposed rules to replace a controversial 1969 policy on tenure for Murray
State University faculty members have
been rejected by the faculty on a 117-95
vote. The changes were proposed by the
Ad Hoc Tenure Review Committee.
Dr. Constantine Curris, MSU president,
touched briefly on the tenure problem
during his press conference Friday, but
made no direct statements on the issue.
Dr. Curris implied, however, that if the
board of regents did not act on the tenure
matter at its meeting in Owensboro this
MOrtday,10proximately 35 iii10 loinabers
of the present faculty, who must be considered for tenure this spring, would be
.considered under the present tenure_
—
Curris did say that he did not intend to
recommend the board's adoption of the
policy in view of the adverse vote even
though as president he had the authority to
do so.
Tenure is a status granted a college or
are
tenureduar hast
university teacher who
passeteachers
probationary period;
a
aimed.._St
protected
preventing improper dismissals.
Under the 1969 polity St MSU, 21 faculty
members were _dismissed last May
setresulting in a suit by 11 of them, and
this
to
led
that
ersy
ting off the controv
week's faculty vote.
The regents meeting will begin at 9:30
a. m., Monday. April 7, at Gabe's Motor
Inn in Owensboro.
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By The Associated Press
President Ford says he will ask
Congress to extend until thr-end of 1976 a
supplemental benefits program that entitles most workers to as much as 65 weeks
unemploymeakeenipeneations- - -- --Ford, one working vacation in California, told a meeting of the San Francisco
Bay Area Council Friday night that his
request for an 18-month extention of the
program irsould be sent to Capitol Hill next'
week. Without congressional action, the
program would expire June 30.
Although he made no direct mention of
government statistics issued earlier in the
day showing that nationwide unemployment climbed to 8.7 per cent,Ford emphesized jobless benefits in his speech.
He said he also was recommending improvements in aid to the.12 million persons
in the workforce not regularly covered by
unemployment insurance. He proposed to
extend the present one-year temporary
program for such persons to the!end of 1976
and extend the benefit period from 26 to 39
weeks.
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The March unemployment percentage
translated into 8 million persons who are
jobless and looking for work. It marked an
Increase of one-half percentage point, or
500,000 persons from the February figure
,
—
of 8.2 per cent, _
--included
_•
The Weill rate was the highest
ation.
In the COMplit
Meany referred to the 3.9 million
workers forced to work part-time because
full-tune jobs.are not available and ,to
other persons who have given up looking
for jobs and thus are not considered by
government statisticians to be members of
the potential workforce,
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Local candidates in Kentucky Senate
and Representative races will be the guest
speakers at a meeting of the Murray
Education Association on Tuesday, April
8, at 7:30 p.m
Scheduled to address the group are First
District Senatorial candidates Dr. Harry
Sparks, Ronnie Jackson and Richard
Weisenberger and Fifth District
Representative candidates Kenny Imes
and Edward Overbey.
"These men will be meeting with both
the Murray Education Association and the
Calloway County Education Association to
discuss the upcoming legislative issues as
they apply to the teaching profession," a
spokesman for the group reported. The
spokesman said that the candidates will be
• given a chance to state their opinions and
proposals and also will be given the opportunity to answer guests from the floor.

Sixth Annual
Arts Festival
Scheduled
Attention all artists and craftsmen! The
Murray Art Guild and TVA are sponsoring
the sixth annual open invitational Arts and
Crafts Festival on June 28 and 29. The
show will be held in the Environmental
Edueation Center at Land Between The
Lakes,TVA's large outdoor recreation and
environmental education center located
between Kentucky Lake and Lake Pairkley
in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Paintings, sculpture, ceramics, wood
carvings, candles, leather work, and
photography are typical of the art which
Only
has been displayed in the past.
original work will be exhibited. No
manufactured goods such as craft kits or
poured ceramics will be accepted. Inset up
dividuals or guilds are welcome to
-served
-first
-come
their exhibits on a first
any
basis and will be responsible for
which
easles
and
tables
equipment such as
they may need. Limited electrical outlets
are available. There will be a $5
registration fee for all entrants.
near
The festival, which will be held
at
Center Station, will be open to the public
•
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to
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9
from
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ed
Approximately 200 exhibitors display
Each
their work at last year's festival.
in
year the show continues to grow
wellpopularity and is rapidly becoming a
region, atknown annual affair in the
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Clear and cold tonight. Lows in the mio
a
to upper 30s. Increasing clouditiess with
chance of showers Sunday. Highs in the upper 60s

The Murray Vocational School Future
Business Leaders of America chapter
captured ten first, second and third place
awards at the FBLA Region One
Leadership Conference held at Murray
State University Thursday.
Members of the Murray chapter were
among almost 600 high school students
from 20 FBLA chapters in West Kentucky
who were on the campus for the fourth
annual day of contests and activities.
Tbe_Murray Vocational Center chapter
received four first place awards, as
follows:
-Martha McMullin, annual activities
report;
-Marketia Orr, public speaking;
-Sharon Fandrich, chairman and
committee members Cindy Chrisman,
Starlyn Tabers and Debbie Lee, Bulletin
Board;

-Rita Dawson, clerical.
The local chapter was awarded second
place in three events, as follows:
-Scrapbook: Kathy Wesson, chairman
and committee members, Sharon Fandrich, Debra Billington, Marketia Orr,
Janet Williams arid other chapter members;
-Exhibit: Pam Mills, chairman, Ride
Hicks and other chapter members;
-State Project: Vickie White and
March of Dimes committee members;
Three first place awards were also won
by the Murray FBLA chapter, as follows:
-Vickie Cunningham, most original
project;
-Cindy Thornton, junior clerk typist;
-Terry Adams, senior stenographer
The chapter also competed in the
following events: Miss FBLA, Debra
Billington; spelling relay, Pam Mills.

Bank Official Explains Position
Work Stoppage
On New Addition ported,
contributed and are responsible for
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of
Murray, released a statement Friday
afternoon concerning the work stoppage
on construction of the bank's new addition
in downtown Murray.
"We have a contract for the construction
of an addition to the Bank of Murray,"
Dick said. "Said contract was conditioned
upon the following:

"1. That the general contractor in so far
as possible, use the services of local subcontractors who are customers of the Bank
of Murray.
"2. That our contractor and his subcontractors pay the prevailing wage scale
for the type of work being performed in
this area.
"These conditions are predicated upon
the premise: That those who have sup.
' 40,11$19Wit4i•Weilmi

the growth of the Bank of Murray shouk:
have the opportunity to contract with the
Bank of Murray for the services needed
subject however, to the terms and conditions herein above stated. Further that
the Bank of Murray insist that each person
performing services under these contracts
be paid according to the prevailing union
scale for this area.
"We support our community and
promote its continued growth and
progress," Dick concluded.
Construction work on the bank addition
was halted Friday morning when the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers union of Paducah set up a picket
line in protest of alleged "substandarr+
wages" being paid by an electrical subcontractor on the project.
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Winners of the aMIlial Civitan Citizenship Essay Contest were announced Thursda
evening by Reldon Norsworthy, left, essay committee chairman. First place winn( r
was Miss Cheryl Jackson, left; second place was Miss Margaret Greer second Iron]
right, and third award went to Jimmy Jarrett, back, all students at Calloway Count
High School. The teacher sponsoring the winning essay was Mrs. Betty Riley, right.
teacher of English at Calloway County High. The winning essay will be entered in tee
Kentucky contest and will have a chance at the $1,200.00 Civitan Intrnational Award
titit president Waync
Love prizes were Iglk-first; $20, second and tiOrthirci. OvirWilliams informed the pop of Civitaza.ung4,44,sixelkibeljaLtua4udoes giojkies.i
itthatitte-ttitt eir&iirof.esaays'were.orthe highest quality presented in the past five
years. The essay theme was "Good Citizens: The Need of The World." J. H. Nix.
le
nomination committee chairman, announced that printed ballots would be atailab
at the April 17 meeting for selecting officers for 1975-76.

Dawn McCuiston and Paula Sympson;
senior clerk typist, Beverly Rogers; junior
stenographer, Jean Walker;
Junior accounting, Cheryl Burkeen;
business math, Kathy Coleman, Rids
Hicks, Cindy Tripp; penmanship, Donna
McMullin; talent show, Cheryl Burkeen,
piano solo, Tonya Carroll and Vickie
White, pantomine; voting delegates,
Debbie Lee and Trace Walker.
Other chapter members attending the
conference were: Cindy Leslie, Vicki
McClard, Lynn Pace, Mary Pace, Sherry
Vaughn, Donna Barger, Sheila Edwards,
Theresa Fortner, Ann Lovett, Dawn
McCuiston, Helen Rudd, Janet Williams
and Paula Williams.
Mrs. Martha Crawford and Mrs. Brenda
Nix, chapter advisers; James Lawson,
center director; Arta Meter, student
teacher; and Cindy Robinson, FBLA
honorary member, also attended the
conference.
Robert P. McCann, assistant professor
of administrative management at Murray
State, served as the campus coordinator
for the conference. Univeraity and Community people served as judges for the
events.

• pisctation that the economy will show improvement before the year is out, I am
going to ask that these extended programs
have a built-in procedure to reduce or terminate the program when the unemployment rate decreases to a specified level."
He did not say what that level might be.
"The procedures will concentrate the
limited resources in those areas experiencing the greatest unemployment,"
he said.
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By NANCI PETERSON
While Calloway County residents consulted representatives of the Small
Business Administration Thursday and
Friday, Rob Walston, county road
supervisor, estimated his losses as a result
of the recent flash flooding in the area.
- Weeks of high water and torrents of rain
left the road department with days of
repairs before many roads were passable
Walston would not even estimate the
length of time needed to restore roads to
their condition preceeding the floods.
Replacement of losses in the county
included rebuilding one 44:1 foot bridge, the
relocation of four seven by 30 foot sewers,
the repair of one concrete bridge and the
hauling of 88 loads of gravel to repair just
one cut in a section of road.
"Another abuttment of a concrete bridge
just fell out on us this week. And there's
not much telling what else will happen
before all the damage is uncovered,"
Walston said.
In one 24-hour period stretching from 4
p.m. on March 11, 6.7 inches of rain fell in
Calloway County, causing considerable
damage to county and private property.

Rhonda A. Kent, R. N., Professional
Education Director of the Kidney Foundation, will present the Kidney Donor
Program on Thursday, April 10-, at 1:30
p.m. in the conference room of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This will be an educational program
specifically designed to Inform nurses of
the overwhelming need for kidney donors
and teach appropriate procedure for obtaining kidney donors.
All nurses in the corrununity will be
welcome at the meeting, a hospital
spokesman said.

In one week following the disaster, from
March 15-22, the county purchased 1,380
tons of Number Three stone at a cost of
83,935, arid 795 tons of riprap for $2,067.
Payroll for each day of work was $700, and
fuel costs for six days were $1,000. "Costs
are still mounting," Walston added.
Low-lying areas of the county were the
hardest hit, particularly the Dexter-Alrno
area and the Sinking Spring-Wiswell
areas. A map of the area with damages
pinpointed shows that no section of the
county escaped without some destruction.
Private property also suffered losses,
and federal disaster aid monies are being
made available to those needing them.
Individuals who were unable to consult the
representative of the federal government
this week should contact the nearest
representative of the Small Business
Administration agency, which is R. B.
Blankenship in Louisville.
Countians are eligible for aid for at least
30 days, according to a source at the
United States Department of Housing and
Urban Development, who said, "If they
miss their local representative, they can
call us direct at our toll-free information
number." That number is 1-800-452-5970

Survey Of Retired Persons In Lakes
Area Planned By Senior Citizens Group
By NANC1 PETERSON
Areas of Kentucky Lake located in
Calloway and Marshall Counties will be
surveyed next week (April 7-11) by the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens,
Senior
hie, and the Marshall County
Citizens organization to determine the
impact of retired persons on the local
economy.
To be conducted by the staffs of both
agencies, the retirement survey will attempt to establish the lifestyle, economic
status, needs of, and impact of retirees on
the lake area.
"K. M. George of Murray State
University's sociology department will
head up the project, which will survey
between 200 and 250 lake area residents,"
said Alan Blaustein, executive director of
the Calloway'"County senior citizens
agency,
Planned as a door-to-door study, the
questions asked retired individuals will
include those about housing, transPortation, various economic information,
health and recreational activities. The
Kentucky
survey has been appe6ved by the
Department of Human Development's
institute for Aging.
"%_Ve linpe that in addition to showing us
the needs of the people we serve, ahd
-the ainpsuw‘rei..doing
. ...MtHIPe-acaue ai.11
right, the survey will be of value to local
government officials in planning for the
continua) migration of retirees into the
area:" Blaustein added
"One question we're particularly in-

terested in is what expectations these
people had concerning their future before
reaching retirement age, and if their
present life is what they anticipated," he
said.
The survey will be done during regular
working hours, and will question those

individuals 55 years of age and retired, or
those planning to retire in the next year.
Presently only one other survey of
elderly needs is being done, and it Ls a
study of rural elderly needs in eight
counties. It is being conducted by Tom
Massey, also of Murray State University
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ktliIIRTHS
DODD BOY
age Ix. The father is employed
Mr.and Mrs. Thorium-Dodd-o(—at - Fitts Block Company,
'Murray Route Eight are the Murray.
parents of a baby boy, Jack
Grandparents are Mr. and
Wesley, weighing eight pounds Mrs. Jack Dodd of Murray
_ fifteen ounces, born on Sunday, Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
March 23, at 6:33 p.m. at the Jack Fennell of Almo. Great
Murray-Calloway County grandmothers are Mrs. Noah
Hospital.
Dodd of Murray Route Eight
They have two other sons, and Mrs. Lee Whiteside of
Quiraen, age seven, and Chris, Alton, Ill.

Tuesday, April 8
Saturday, April 5
Kapila Department of Murray
Monthly Bridge for Couples
will be at Oaks Country Club at Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p. m. with Mesdames John
7:30 p.m.
Hine, Joseph Hendon, Clayton
Adams, Terry Arndt, Morris
School Baucum, Robert Warren and
High
Murray
Celebration of Communication Dan Parker as hostesses.
will be held at Murray Middle
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m.for Senior Citizens of Murray
By Abigail Van Buren
Las Vegas Night dance will be and Calloway County. Sack
C 11175 by Chicago Tribune-11 Y. Nova Sind .
held at the Murray Country lunch will be at 11:30 a. m. and
DEAR ABBY: I am a minister who also does counseling.
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m. table games will start at 1:30 p.
A young man recently came to me for counseling and he
with music by The Amusement m.
showed me a clipping from your column that he had been
Company. The charge is ten
carrying for over two years. He said it saved him from
Joint senior recital of Ray L.
dollars per couple.
• suicide.
Benton, baritone, Festus, Mo.,
I am enclosing it. Will you Please print it again? It might
Bake Sales will be from 9:30 and Craig Ewing, trumpet, Tell
save another life. God love you
a. m.to three p. m. at Roses and City, Ind., will be at the Farrell
T.B.M.
Sao-Rite, sponsored by First Recital Hall MSU at 8:15 p. m.
Presbyterian .Church Women.
DEAR T.B.M.: With pleasure:
"Dear Abby: Another advice columnist keeps insisting
New
Providence
Slave Day will be held by
.that homosexuals are 'sick.' She says, 'Thousands of
Homemakers Club will raett.a6
-----liomosexuals have writttoi a§tdrig me v'here they Call get' -Calloway County High Speech
first and third place in
Qss -Linda Ann Burris, age 11,
--,,stxaiglatensd.ottt.so they must.considerthemselscea.-taKisted.- _Team.For a slave call 753-547,9 one p.m. at the home of Mrs. the. MS Chief fadoke
-Extravaganza
held 'at
Opal"
St
tienial
or they - wouldn't be asking for help.
or 753-8141, or after five p. m.
Paducah. She won first place in basic strut, third place in I.
'Occasionally I hear from homosexuals who are at peace
call 753-9459.
Strut, and a medal for her solo. She is the daughter of Mr.
with themselves, but they are few and far between. I believe
Faith Doran Circle of First
and Mrs. Bill Burns of 1661 College Terrace, Murray, and is a
the miljority of homosexuals wouldhcstraight if they
., were
United Methodist--Church
to choose.'
Saturday, April 5
student at Murray Middie'rrfiiiel. She is a twirling student of .-What do you say, Dear Abby?
Kay Taylor of Murray.
- Bear Creek Girl Scout Women will meet at two_p.m. at
L.A. TIMES READER
Showcase will be at South the social hall.
Fulton High School gym from
DEAR READER: I say alrii heterosexual had been
Groups of First Baptist
ten a. m. to three p. m.
raised to believe that his preference for the opposite sex was
Church Women will meet as
'sick,' twisted, abominable, sinful and a disgrace to his
,follows: I with Mrs. Charles
family, he would ask for help on how to 'straighten himself
Sunday, April 6
Mercer at nine a.m., Annie
out,' too.
Senior Recital of Matt Boston, Armstrong with Mrs. Kearl
Homosexuality is a problem because an unenlightened
-trombone, Mayfield, will be at Hussung at 9.30 a.m., II with
society has made it a problem, but I have received letters by
two p. m. and recital of Guest Mrs. Bertie Gingles at ten am.,
•
the thousands and not just 'occasionally'l from gay people
telling that they.wouldn't be straight it they. bad a choice.
Artist Alice HAuper, 1973 MSU and UI with Mrs.R.C.Chilea.at
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 6, 1975
All they ask is to be allowed to love in their own way
graduate soprano, will be at two p.m.
without facing the charge that they are 'sick and twisted.'
3:30 p..m.at the Farrell Recital
I say, love and let love."
Hall MSU.
Groups of First Christian
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
Church CWF will meet as your birthday comes 'and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 1,0
DEAR ABBY: Our lovely 18-year-old daughter was
follows: I with Mrs. Woodfin what your outlook is, according
Your judgment now a bit
accepted at a fine church-affiliated college. She did poorly
Murray Magic Theatre will be Hutson at ten a.m. with --te-the stars.
-cloudy.''..-Optimism may be
(he first year and wija-Micin-Vited to return:We wda very
at the University School program by Mrs. Fred Wells,
coloring your outlook, so
disappointed.
•
auditorium at 6:30 p. m. with and IV with Mrs. Robert Puttoff ARIES
postpang decisions until
We learned later through some friends that ong.,Ithe
admission free.
a more propitious period.
reasons our daughter had done so poorly ,f
in rge was
at 7:30 p.m. with program by '(Man '21 to Apr. 20)
You may have more to CAPRICORN
because she had become involved in a love
air with a
Mrs. Richard preer.
manage and keep in line than
•
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
professor, 35 years older than she was! H is married and
Calloway County Foster
-has a family.
•
Certain situations may be
MurrarStar Chapter No. 433 you anticipate, but you can
We never dreamed that this college ould have-a mdn of
parents Association will hold an Order of the Eastern Star will handle all. Get in there and annoying, but they MUST be
such low character on the faculty,"
organizational meeting at 2:30 meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 pitch - with your usual com- handled - and calmly. At all
My husband is furious. Shotkld we write to the dean and
petence.
costs, avoid anxiety and
p. m. at the Bureau for Social p.m.
inform him so that other girt,can be protected against this
overemotionalism.
Services Office, 201 South 6th
TAURUS
lecher? Or shall we speak to his wife About this matter? I
Street, at 2:30 p. m.
meet
Murray TOPS Club will
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
doubt if she knows anything about it.
AQUARIUS
.
Tendencies to avoid now: (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
at the Health Center at sevr
IRATE MOTHER
Monday, April 7 •
Undue suspicion of others,
p.m.
Good stellar influences. A
DEAR MOT-HER: Don't write to the dean, or speak to
Calloway County High School
! groundless fears, a tendency- to novel "twist," a new approach
the professor s wife unless you check out the facts. Start
Band Boosters Club will meet at
ti, pry into the affairs of others. to a stymied project could spark
Grace Baptist Church Womr
with your daughter. Consider, too, that if the story is true,
seven p.m. at the band room of are scheduled to meet at c
fresh interest, relieve the
even though the professor clearly overstepped his bounds.
the school.
p.m.
May 22 to June 21)
monotony of details.
your daughter.is far from blameless.
Others may be overly aggresPISCES
Annual exhibit of library
Murray Quota Club will meet sive now. YOU maintain
DEAR ABBY: When we have a dinner party, my
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )1('-'• books
will
be
on
display
at
the
stability,
good
judgment.
Stress
Triangle
noon
at
the
twelve
at
husband has the very bad habit of dragging all the male
A most fortunate day for
Murray High School Library Inn.
your keen sense of the ap'guests into another part of the house-away from the
personal
plans and ambitions.
from eight a. m. to 3:30 p. m.
propriate.
women guests.
Your innate intuition at a peak.
I personally feel that this is very rude when we are
Wednesday. April 9
Don't hesitate to back your
CANCER •
hosting a dinner party for couples. I also think that most
Clubs will meet ( June 22 to July 23)
Homemakers
hunches.
Methodist
Coldwater United
women and men would rather socialize together.
Pottertown at
Lunar influences should inPlease let me know your feelings on this matter, and send
Church Women will meet at as follows:
Triangle Inn at ten a. m., South spire top-flight efforts. EspeYOU BORN TODAY are
a solution if you have one.
seven p. m.
Mrs.
with great versatility,
with
endowed
Grove
Pleasant
cially
favored:
educational
ANTI HEN PARTIES
Raymond Story at one p.m., projects, family concerns. a delightful personality and a
Chapter M PEO will meet
strong emotional nature. Not as
with Mrs. Joe LEO
DEAR ANTI: Arrange seating for all your guests where
with Mrs. Olga Freeman, Harris Grove
you want them after dinner. Then subtly maneuver them
South (July 24 to Aug. 23) iltittq aggressive as most Ariens, you
m.,
one
p.
Williford
at
Hazel, with Miss Ann Herron as
might not do as well in the
there for an after dinner drink, and your problem will be
Murray with Mrs. James
Some good news or friendly
cohostess, at 7:30 p. m.
solved
Witherspoon at ten a. m., New cooperation should aid you in business world or other fields
And what's wrong with telling your husband NOT to
Rice at perfecting long-range plans. requiring strong qualities of
Kathleen Jones Group of First Concord with Mrs. Rose
drag the men off?
Coldwater
with Study new trends, develop- leadership as others, but this
and
p.
m.,
one
Baptist Church Women will
lack may bring you greater
Newsome
at
12:30
Mrs.
Delbert
ments.
meet at 7:15 p. m.at the home of
happiness than your more selfEveryone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Mrs. Alene Dunn, 1501 Story. p. m.
VIRGO
sufficient and self-assertive
WP
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
brothers and sisters. You are a
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Arts and Crafts Club will
If pressed for time, you may true romantic and will find
Lottie Moon Group of First
Hate to write letters? Send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132
B. Ford. 723 overlook vitally important great pleasure in your love life
Baptist Church Women will meet with Mrs. C.
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
2:30 p. m.
at
Sycamore,
details. Be alert to this, since as well as in such pursuits as
meet with Mrs. T. C. Collie at
-How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
carelessness could cause need- music, poetry and art. You are
long, self-addressed, stamped (20i1 envelope.
7:30 p. m.
Murray Open Duplicate less errors.
a delightful host and are much
Club will meet at seven LIBRA
Bridge
sought after, socially. You are
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Gleason Hall.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AriL a giver rather than a taker and
the Mental Health Center at p. m. at
Influences indicate a wider your desire to please is foreign
7:30 p. m.
Evening circles of First scope of interests, possibly to most other Ariens. Fields in
Methodist Church greater activity. But take which you could reap your
Alateen will meet at the AA United
meet at 7:30 p. m. precautions not to overstep greatest successes: art, the
Women
will
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Hall at seven p. m.
theater, dancing, teaching,
as follows: Ruth Wilson with sensible boundaries.
journalism. Birthdate of:
M. Lassiter, SCORPIO
James
Mrs.
Executive it'Murray
Rafael, renowned Ital. painter;
with Mrs. James A. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Wesleyan
Wom:•'s
6.0 Will have a
Routine matters may not go Lowell Thomas, Sr., author,
Hannah
and
with
Fisher,
Mrs.
1
184 :14 • club house at
as planned. A "lesser light" explorer, lecturer; John J.
1
William E. Page.
11:30 •
may offer much needed help. Audubon, ornithologist; Harry
Don't underestimate his (her) Houdini, famed entertainer and
Concert
Children's
by
MSU
Woodmen Rangers and
ability.
"escape artist."
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —
Rangerettes will leave the Symphonic Band, conducted by
Prof. Paul Shahan, in
Municipal Parking lot at six
cooperation
with
Music
p.m. for the skating party and
Department
of
Murray
return at nine p.m.
Woman's Club, will be at Lovett
Auditorium at 8:45 and ten a. m.
Nom nations
Classes of Memorial Baptist
For Pictures Showing In Murray This Weer
Church will meet as follows:
Bowling for Senior Citizens
Ann Hasseltine with Mrs. Nola will be at Coryette Lanes at 1:30
ACADEMY
ACADEMY
10113111Cei
CiotE
Lewis at seven p. m. and Esther p. m.
bombe
with Mrs. Margaret Taylor at
sitWits
7:30 p. m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
Dustin
i't‘sOvi
will be at the Community
Russell's Chapel United Center on North 2nd Street
I tortilla n
Methodist Church Women will Starting at 1:30 p. in
I.en 11
r
meet at the church.
47‘t

Homosexuals': love and
let love, says Abby

price
reduction
we've just reduced prices on
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-America's best underwear value
is now an EVEN BETTER BUY!
I.

Your IndfraividnclaLiloreoscope

gab.
,

•f4..•

Ffft-

no,"

comfort underwear
This quality underwear is styled for
comfort and good fit. Because the
fabric is 100% cotton, it's wonderfully
absorbent and perfectly washable.
Where there's elastic, it's
made to stand up under lots of
wearings and washings. Fruit of the
1111111ftiV
they keep making
Loom
it better—not expensive.
,

$3819
31
3/S2.29
BOyS. sizes 2-16

In,eltic

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

it 19 ACADEMY AWARD

KNIT BRIEFS
28-44
Men's siZes

TEE SHIRTS XL
M, 1_,
Men's sizes S.

OTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Men's sizes
,XXL
S. M, L, XL

Boys'312.99

332,29
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Mr. William T. Simpson
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Living Trusts and Estate Planning\
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And Your Friends To Hear
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SHORTS
WASH and WEsizes
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7
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Erwin
and
Cotdelia
Blankenship Circles of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m. prior to the
mission speaker at 7:30 p. m.

PERSONALSA

VISITORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. F'utrell
and children, Angie and Rickie,
of Fountain Inn, S. C., have
Tuesday, April 8
been the guests this week of his
Board of Directors of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Brigham
Calloway CountyRed Cross Futrell.
Chapter will meet at four p.m.
at the court house.
VISITORS HERE
Mrs. Charles C. Miller and
Morning circles,of the FAL • Mr. and Mrs. stave
78-11tQlintiri.,
0
1...Nllal. IDOBL
,VnAlar
wereih-e•Easter weekend
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Alice Waters with Mrs. guests of their mothers and
Gene Hendon, Bessie Tucker at grandmothers, Mrs. Isaac L.
church parlor, and Maryleona Clanton and Mrs. Greg Miller,
Frcist with Mrs Ralph Nelson and other relatives

Mr. Donald MacDonald

'Free and Without Obligation
Highway-641 North
-

University Branch, Bank of Murray
Tuesday, April,,_ 1975
7:30 p. m.

For tdrityper-yoteptimitorr a-nd Mcf7SUI-tottory etpprorrtrnertrtan'teftrAtoffdrile-shre7a'Dunn, Main Office, Bank of Murray, Phone 753-1893
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MSU Schedule-Of -4!ents
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th,,dea, ,,mtrd b) an individual writer in a column, to respond
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pa mu ular Issue beIng discussed.
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Gait& ZowE wor
Tuesday, April 8
•z:::::••e•••••••::
-- s' oss.5:iw.oc
April 10 through 23
JOINT SENIOR FtECITAL: Ray L.
SENIOR ART EXHIBITS: Charles
Benton, baritone, Festus, Mo., and Craig
Lowery, Owensboro; Jeff Martin,
Ewing, trumpet, Tell City, Ind., Farrell
Florence; and Karen Wilson, Louisville;
Recital Hall, 8:15 p. rn.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center.
Reported wounded in action are Pvt.
Wednesday, April 9
New officers and directors of the Murray
April 11 and 12
Baucum,Sgt. Rubin K. James, and
Ronnie
MSU BASEBALL: Murray State vs.
Jaycees pictured are Gedric Paschall,
KACES-TACFS CONFERENCE: The
Freeman Venable, all in
Pvt.
Artelle
Vanderbilt University, Reagan Field, 3 p.
Fred
Allison,
Richard
Wells,
Harry
Kentucky Associatiop for -Counselor
Sgt. Claude Darnell In
Germany,
and
m.
Knight, Paul Mansfield, Joe Allbritten,
Education Supervision and the Tennessee
France,
CHILDREN'S CONCERT:
MSU
and Howard Steely.
Association for Counselor Education
Calloway County closed the Red Cross
Symphonic Band, conducted by Prof. Paul
Facilities on Rushing Creek'Camp
Supervision will meet in the conference
War Drive with 914,021.37 collected which
Shahan, Lovett Auditorium, 8:45 and 10 a.
Ground in the Land Between the Lakes
center at Roy Stewart Stadium, beginning
was over the quota, according to Com.
national recreational area will open for
at 1 p. m. Friday, April 11. On Friday
H. J. Fenton and Dewey
chairmen
Thursday, April 10
public use on May 15.
evening a meal will be served in,the SUB
Ragsdale.
AMERICAN' REVOLUTION BicenMrs.
Crass
of
Nancy
Waterfield
at $4 each.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Savannah
tennial Symposium. Sixth in a series of
Dogwood Drive, Murray, has been emKENTUCKY MATH ASSOCIATION:
age 81, and Miss Dean
Winchester,
eight presented by Murray State
ployed
as
home
economist
for
the
Murray
Meeting at 3rd floor on Faculty Hall.
_ .
79.
Marine,
age
University. Designed to help prepare .....triday, April 11, 6 p. m. to 9 p. m.;
Electric System. -----,--Murray Junior Chamber of ComThe
history teachers on all levels for the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Futrell
of
Mayfield
Gilbert
Saturday, April 12, 8:30 a. m. to noon and 1 Arnold and his
tenchintqf the Revolutionary WaT Period_
engagement ., of their _ merce will sponsor Eddy
.31101911.13.ce.
be_related to pure
tn.2 p-rn.„Talks
-P1otibbSt- oT The
conspany of Terriiiiisee
during America's 200th anniversary ok
daughter, Annie Mae, to Richard Wallace
mathematics in secondary education. The
Grand Ole Opry in a program at the
Knight, son of Mrs. Frances Knight of
servance, beginning in 1976. Introduction
public is invited.
Murray State auditorium on April 12,
by Robert E. Brown and panel roundtable,
Murray and the late Richard Knight.
Saturday, April 12
according
to local JCC chairman, Grover
Ronald
ShPlton
are
the
9;30a. m.; David Curtis Skaggs. Bowling
_ Adr.....and_kirs.
WOMEN'S TRACK: MSU women's
Copley News Service
James.
Wood
parents` of a baby boy, Jeffrey Wayne,
Green University, Bowling Green, Ohio,
track invitational, Stewart Stadium, 9 a.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
born April 4,
will speak on "American Revolution: A
ns.
Rexford Gailimore March 23, a boy to
Mrs.
War for Free Minds or Free Enterprise,"
RABBIT SHOW: Livestock pavilliori, 10
Mrs. Homer Finnel March 25, a
Mr.
and
1:30 p. m. All of these events will be at the
a. m. Representative rabbit breeders from
Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Key March 30,
to
girl
University School Auditorium. Banquet,
the region will be attending.
H. The isseciated Pivsi
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Fair
and
6:30 p. m., Waterfield Student Union
MSU BASEBALL: Murray State vs.
March 28.
Lister, was born in London.
nd Airhis
AirJaF
rnoersceCrba
is completing
Today is Saturday, April 5, the 95th day
om
siw
eetr
Il
Building. Robert E. Brown, Michigan
Middle Tennessee in a doubleheader.
Marriages reported this week include
In 1869, the last surviving soldier of the
training
State University, will speak on "American " Reagan Field, 1 p. m.
of 1975. There are 270 days left in the year.
Charlyne Lachmond Crass to Cpl.
Miss
Daniel
Revolutionary
War,
Bakeman,
died
Force Base, Texas.
For
•
Revolution: A Middle-Class Triumph."
MAJORETTE TRYQQTS:_ For positions' Today's highlight in history:
'Dale Clopton on April 2.
James
irrFredom,
was
saulto
havN.Y. His age
Hill Adams, Jewell McCallon, A. A.
The-public lis-invited. Banquet tieltets- are
with the tall, 1975, MSU-Marching --lb 1792, President George Washington
Dttfirfrlitid Derseddd Polfs, 'MARY..11c...,W.A.Wie Beasley is the
Thoroughbreds-Wiwi. 1975, Fine 14,F4s..!----ezerused. 'I* Unit
V•50
-been 109
In 1939, all German children between
School Bus Drivers, were honored with the
campus coordinator. His telephone
refusing to sign a bill dealing with repreBuilding, Room 216, 2 p. m. Contact:
ages of ten and 13 were ordered to serve in
presentation of Safe Driving Awards by
number is 762-2231.
sentation.
Wendell Lewis, director 762-4151.
March of 1935 was the wettest March in 7
the Hitler youth organization.
Kirksey Camp 170 of the WOW,
THEATRE ARTS: New York production
Sunday, April 13
County history with exactly
Calloway
In
1951,
Julius
Ethel
Rosenberg
and
of
On
this
date
age
84,
died
Strador,
Roxie
of Shakespeare's "Lovers," University
SENIOR RECITAL Pam McLeod,
inches
of rainfall, according to H.'
eleven
New
to
death
as
York
City
were
sentenced
from
In
1621,
the
Mayflower sailed
terday.
Theatre, Fine Arts Center, 8 p. m. AdPaducah, piano, Recital Hall, Fine Arts
B. Arnold, official government weather
Plymouth, Mass.,on its first return trip to • atomic spies for the Soviet Union.
mission is 61.50 or $1 with season tickets.
Frances Jean Futrell has won her wings
Annex, 2 p. m.
'
recorder here.
-----In 1955, Bash Prime Minister
—as
- in American Airlines Stewardess and is
CONCERT: MSU Symphony Orchestra,
MURRAY_
MAGIC
THEATRE: England.
The Board of Equalizers- rinsed -the-tar.-----In I827,111e-EfigHibsargerinffidir--"Chtireffar -sarnifted- hill'estIPiatron
--75—
ctin.ently inFort.Worth, Texas. conducted
Neale-Mason,
Universily School Auditorium, 6:30 p. m.
assessments -$133-,846 in their work commodern anttseptle-surgerr;Ify -ipsepfr-7 -ctueen-Eltz'abeth II. wastri.
Kiss Melly Lou McKee and Agit
Auditorium; 8151i. MT
pleted the first of the week. The
Ten years ago: The autobahn linking
Bailey were married April 1.
assessments are $113,159 above those of
Berlin with the West, was closed for four
the 1934 list.
hours by Soviet and East German auDeaths reported are Lamon Elkins, age
thorities. It was the first shutdown since
15, Mrs. Ola Trousclale Murdock, age 38,
-the Berlin blockade 16 years earlier.
Mrs. Mary Morris, age 85, Sam Pate,
Five years ago: In Guatemala, the body
by Carl Riblet Jr.
of the kidnaped West German ambassador
Visitors to Australia return to America Walter King, age 60, Mrs. John Miller, age
was found after the government refused to
with the observation that the life-style and 67, and C. L. McCallister.
Sheriff Carl Kingins will begin the
release 22 political prisoners and pay
economy in the down-under continent are
levying
on property for the collection of
$700,000 ransom for his safe return.
25 to 30 years behind ours. What a wonBLASINGAME
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
delinquent taxes on April 8. J. I. Fox is
One year ago: President Richard
derful place Australia must be.
deputy sheriff.
Nixon's former appointment secretary,
Ordinary table,sugar (sucrose) mixture of sugars, according to A tially the same as regular sugar way to do so is to take a trip and
W. A. Ross has purchased the interest of
in
found
guilty
Chaplin,
was
Dwight
Medisee
if
iqRtie
of
your
recent
trouble
clears up
-t- -is regarded as the villain svhich report in a
W.
W. McElrath in the McElrath and Ross
Washington
of
for
Court
in
Symptoms often can be helped
Federal District
1 causes cavities in teeth -- dental cal World News. The reason
Q. Mr. H.N. writes that he has by taking an antihistaminic,
Feed Store and will operate the business as
lying to a Watergate grand jury.
caries. A sugar which is safer for the difference is that the mixture
0 Lord, open thou my lips: and my mouth Ross Feed Company.
Today's birthdays: Actress Bette Davis
_t 'the teeth may soon be available is combined in such a way that been troubled with a drippy nose which you can obtain from your
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and
during
the
last
year
and
that
he
shall
she* forth thy praise. Psalm 51:15.
cannot
is
59.
Peck
organisms
druggist.
Gregory
If
is 67, Actor
these suggttions
-- • _ on the market. The new product the oral
The Constitution guarantees us freedom Mrs. Harlan Kemp on March IL
Thought for today: The greater the difI is actually a combination of metabolize .orbreak doWn the has never considered -himself 16 you should consult your physe
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale were honored
of expression, but the Word of God
sugars as readily. As a result, the be allergic, even though he is cian.
ficulty, the greater the glory - Cicero,
1. several common sugars.
--requires that we use our freedom foi the with a surprise dinner on their 20th wedAccording to its developef. Dr. teeth are partially protected over 60 years of age. He asks for
Roman statesman and philosopher, 106-43
glory of God.
ding anniversary on April 3.
Q: Mr. R.D. asks about the best
Thomas McNamara, an associ- because of the delay in forming comment.
.I3C.
way to prevent ingrowing
ate professor at the School of acids which attack the teeth.
This safer combination of
Dental Medicine of the State
A: Your description leads me toenails.
University of New York in Stony sugars has a taste that is very to believe that you have
Brook, the "safer sugar.'consists similar to ordinary sugar, lack- developed a nasal allergy in reA: The Nit way to prevent inof a combination of three forms ing the unpleasant after-effects cent months, in spite of your age. growing toenails is to stop wear11.
A. Tom., is published every carriers, $2 25 per month, payable n advance
Miami - Terry Sokoloff wasted no time
afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas By moil on Calloway County and to Benton, Hocof sugar -- sucrose, maltose, and of the chemicals used as sugar Sinusitis does not usually result ing shoes Since that is not pracwhen he awoke before dawn Sunday to find
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving bydin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
fructose. He estimates that this - substitutes. When digested lower in a profuse drainage. You may tical for most of us, the
next best
Wootton \pr. mpuper../m 103 N. 4th St . Murray, Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn . 57250 per
his apartment in flames. Sokoloff ran
mixture of sugars is 75 per cent in the alimentary tract, the have come in contact with some- thing to do is to be
certain that
Ky , 42071.
year By moll to other dettirtations. $27 50 per
naked to a fire station 50 yards away
safer in its capacity to contribute sugar mixture will be nutritious, thing which is irritating to you,
your shoes fit properly, with
year
Fire
orfire!"
similar
to
on
calories
apartment's
Containing
yelling,
"My
Ky.
of
a
different
Murray,
cavities.
as
the
hair
such
to dental
Second Class Postage Paid at
Member of
orolell Pre., A
Pr•
minimal
pressure
on
your
that
appeared
toes
sugar.
it
dinary
said
Capt. John Bertzel
pet, a new pillow, or house dust
When fed to animals in their .
_42071
a
Ntiiihern
Nwn
i'uls1.1$,I.
According to developer If you can recall something of Trimming the nails evenly also
Sokoloff left a candle burning and the wind
regular diets, ordinary sugar
rwr
In areas served by
at Its( Kai fit\ .K
blew curtains into the flame. Florida
produced three to four times as McNamara, the cost of the new this sort, try to avoid it and see if may be helpful.
United Feature Syndicate
many dental caries as the safer sugar mixture should be essen- the symptoms are relieved. One
Sentinel Star

10 Years-Ago

Today In History

30-Years Ago

90 Years Ago

y
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Let's Stay Well

1

Isn't It The Truth

A Safer Sweet Tooth

Bible Thought

runny
Funny World

- The Murray Ledger & Times

>HORIS

Kentucky Lake
Music Barn
Saturday Night 8 p.m.
Hwy.121 2 miles
South of New Concord

Live Stage Show
featuring
David Myers and Ky. Barn Burners
Jim,Jan and Karen
Sheila Knight
Terry Willie
Fonda Parkin West
Larry Carterfrom Paris, Tenn..
J. B. Taylor and Blue Grass Band
We are starting our Gospel Singing
Sunday, April 6 2-5 p.m. featuring
Happy Life Quartet from Benton
Kings Sons New Concord
Pleasant Grove Singers Princeton, Ky.
Plenty of Parking
Central Heat and Air

11”

What About "Total Depravity?"

Come To

Ss

Many today advocate the Calvinistic doctrine of "toti
depravity," believing that an infant, when born, is in .)
depraved or lost condition due to "original sin" being transmitted by the parents to the offspring.
What about this teaching? Were you born in a condemned
or in a safe condition? Does your ,unbaptized infant belong to
God or Satan? Let us examine the Scriptures.
The prophet Ezekiel wrote: "The soul that sinneth, it shall
die. The son shall not bear the iniquity of the father, neither
shall the father bear the iniquity of the son..."(Ezeltiel
18:20). This passage shows that spiritual death comes to
"the soul that sinneth." "Sin is the transgression of the law"
(I John 3:4). I ask, "what law' has the tiny infant transgressed, who was born through no fault of his own?"
God is "the father of spirits" (Hebrews 12:9). This
passages mentions our fleshly fathers and the Father of our
spirits. Physically, we take on the form of Adam, but
spiritually we are in the image of God (cf. Genesis 1:27
Thus, if the nature of man is depraved and man received his
spirit from God, it means that God is depraved! Surely, no
one would so contend.
One of the "proof" passages of this doctrine is Psalms 58:3.
Here the Psalmist said: "The wicked are estranged from the
womb; they go astray as soon as they are born,'speaking
lies." Note: this passage shows that the wicked "go astray."
If he goes "astray," then his conduct beforehand had to be
something other than "astray." The truth is, he goeth
"astray" when he sins, and he sins when he transgresses
God's taw (cf. John 3:4).
Jesus taught, saying, "Except ye be converted, and
become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom
of heaven"(Matthew 18:3). He would not teach us to become
"AS little children" if "little children" were totally
depraved.
The acceptance of this doctrine ushered in the practice of
infant baptism, an act not one time mentioned, commanded,
or practiced in all the Bible. Furthermore, Scriptural baptism is preceded by faith (Mark 16:16), and many infants are'
supposedly "baptized" before they are even capable of
believing.
Kind reader, we must go back beyond the "think-sos" and
"'maybe-sos" of man and rest our case upon the word ofGodOnly then cab we be pleasing to God.
Come,visit our services,and study with us.
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Bale Study
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It's very possible. Inadequate
wiring in a home can't deliver all the
electritify you're paying for.ItS1—
bad for you. Bad for your appliances.
They can't operate at top efficiency
because they don't get the power
they need.
•
The telltale signs of inadequate
breakers
blow,
that
wiring are fuses

-•"2

that trip, lights that dim or flicker,
and a TV picture that shrinks when
an appliance switches on. If this is
your case,call an electrician.
He can quickly and easily install
adequate wiring.
It's better foryour house. Better
for your appliances. Better for you,

321 West Kentucky Rural Electric

—Bobby Witherin44.0

--;Viesttsfurray-Chu"rch oftitrishw

Is your
wiring
cheating
you?
401

Cooperative Corporation
•

John Edd Walker, Mgr.
Murra -Ma field

•••

•

*
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TABERS BODY
SHOP INC ig

Fins 'n

Feathers

-24 Hr. Wrecker Seryket.
1301 Chestnut

OUTDOOR LORE

753-3134

OPINION

crt,

Open 7 Days A Week
8a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Phone 751,I1322 .44
.
•

• ••

Astro Car Wash
Wash s 100
With Fill-up

Hot Wax
$100

Free Vacuum
with Fruithase1102 Chestnut

Radiator Repair

Transmission Service
Tune-ups

We the people of Western be faulted for their feelings of
Kentucky are faced with a resentment because they were
grave problem. This problem uprooted from their ancestral
involves the possible lass of one land holdings when the federal
of the most unique recreational government decided to squire
areas in the United States and it this disputed land in 1964. These
is right here, virtually in our residents have a legitimate
backyard. The area in question gripe, because they had to
is the Tennessee Valley surrender title to their lands,
Authority's Land Between The but let's remember that the
Lakes recreational area and it -original .settlers, the American
is In danger from a likal.groulY-Thdians, Were forced to give up
who wishes to transfer ad- their lands when the white man
ministrative control of the area invaded the happy hunting
from T. V. A. to one or more ground hundreds of years ago.
federal or 'state regulatory Acquisition of land leaves a bad
agencies. This group has cited taste inthe mouths of the people
T.V.A. for various violations in who have to sellout and move.
the realm of wildlife and Almost every public works
resource management. This project, be it an urban renewal
local group, in order to gain project in a big city or a
more support, has allied itself recreational development in the
with national groups which are country, generates the same
attempting to investigate T. V. bad feelings. We the people of
A.'s electrical power rates, land the Purchase Area will always
uses, and environmental safety owe the former land owners a
hazards, especially in the area debt of gratitude for L.B.L. and
of atomic powerplants. In short, we owe a debt to T.V.A. for the
a local dispute between onetime good that L.B.L. has done for
residents of L.B.L. and the our area and 'the nation.
T.V.A. has been given a great
We find it quite easy to extol
deal of national attention the benefits that are provided
because it has been included in by T.V.A. through it's L.B.L.
an overall investigation of facilityA great many of our
T.V.A. as an agency. The future local people are outdoors
of L.B.L. hands in the balance oriented and they look toward
and we the people have got to L.B.L. for a place to do
fight to preserve it.
whatever it is that turns them
on. We are hunters, campers,
The local people' who hikers, bikers, fishers, and
once lived in the Land followers, as well as parBetween the Lakes cannot ticipants in sundry OutdOof

209 7th, Murray, Ky.

Jerry's Restaurant
12th

St

753-3226

Eating

Is A

Family

Affair

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. 8. Sat.

iernon's Inc.NE=
Fisherman's Special
Illy Osfames Beth M Solior Soot sew receive tow FINE choice of SS 95 reteil
Oldi PIM Itaire,5 pew of socks or $5.95 cask!
•
4

k No&

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) Fishing remains generally
slow, but several lakes report
improved fishing for black and
white bass. Here is the rundown from the fish and wildlife
resources department:
CUMBERLAND-Black bass
fair to good lower lake still
fishing nightcrawlers in the
heads of inlets and bays,
crappie slow and improving in
lower lake around willow bushes, catfish fair on trotlines in
upper lake, white bass slow in
big south fork, below dam trout
slow, clear to murky to muddy,
rising, 6 feet above timberline,
49.
GREEN - Bluegill fair still
fishing worms and black bass
slow still fishing nightcrawlers
in heads of clear tributaries,
clear to murky to muddy, falling, 14 feet above summer pool
and 53.
BARKLEY - Crappie slow to
fair in heads of inlets and bays
and around submerged cover
and willow bushes, below dam
and activity, main lake muddy.
Smaller tributaries clearing,
stable, 3 feet above pool, 52.

KENTUCKY - Crappie fair
to good midsection tributaAes,
slow in main lake around shallow brush, below dam no activity, murky to muddy, rising
slowly, 4 feet above pool and
50.
DALE HOLLOW - Black
bass fair still fishing nightcrawlers in heads of inlets and
bays, tributary heads clearing,
main lake murky to muddy.
rising, 7 feet above summer
pool and 53.
NOUN - Black bass slow
casting shallow runners in
heads of inlets and bays and
jigging nightcrawlers around
submerged cover, white bass
slow and improving in upper
lake in Millerstown vicinity.
Below dam trout fair, tributaries clearing, main lake murky to muddy, falling sloWly, 21
feet above summer pool and 54.
BARREN - White bass good
in upper lake in Holland area
on spinners and do jigs, black
bass slow and improving on
medium runners in heads of inlets and bays in lower lake,
tributaries clearing, main lake
murky to muddy, rising, 23 feet
above summer pool and 54.

Olympic Plaza

Lindsey's Jewelers
NEW ROMUNDA
WIDE ONE'
—

It's the bold leather look expansion watchband you've
-.seen on television.. But Speidel has made it wider to go
• with today's fashioniibly bigstar watches. So. if you have
a big watch now you have a real style choice.
114S. 5th
Murray, Ky.
753-1640

LOOKS LIKE A BIG 'UN! Now that the Spring fishing
season is getting underway throughput the state, the
state Division of Water Enforcement advises fishing
enthusiasts . to .oliserye safe boating practices while
catching their limits. The lucky angler above is
correctly using the bow seat for fishing. Sitting in the
bow seat when the boat is underway, however,
a
violation of Kentucky's boating laws.

Cain & Treas
WARD-ELKINS

Motor Soles

Our New Gin Department
Air Open!.
All
806 Coldwater Rd

being added continuously
in order that L. B. L. may
reach an ever greater number
of people. The very simple truth
is that L.B..L. is people oriented
whether they be hunters from
South Bend, Indiana, tourists
from Bridgeporn, Connecticut,
t, who have never seen a fallow
deer before), campers from
Tennessee or school children
from Murray who have been
invited to L. B. L.'s Empire
Farm to learn about dipping
candles. All are welcome in L.
----What we must do as
responsible citizens, is to
support, protect, and seek to
preserve what is a valuable
local, as well as national,
resource. We the people are
well advised that now is the
time to support L.B.L. because
the multi-use Concept has been
C
and will continue to be a success
in our area and a model for
other such programs which
may be instituted around the
This 26 pound rockfish caught in Kentucky Lake near
Sugar
country. We must not allow
Bay, December 16, 1974, is one of the largest recorded
catlocal differences or unrelated
ches of its kind this season. The physical features of the
rocknational pressures to destroy
figLisaark it as one of the most fierce fighting, fast growinF:—
the positive thrust that
fish in Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley.
L. B. L. represents in the fields
• •
of multi-use recreation and
resource management. We
•'
must further remember that
L.B.L. is an experiment, a
demonstration if you prefer,
that can and must be preserved
for the benefit of our children
The Bass Symposium held revealed within the next 60
and our fellows.
last week at Barkley Lodge was days. Essentially, the program
very interesting as an im- encourages these fishermen
pressive line-up of guest who catch trophy size fish to
speakers and authoritive panel send a scale or two from certain
members were present to an- parts of the fish to the Division
swer all questions pertaining to of Fisheries so that they can
fishing and all problems related learn more about these species
to that sport.
of fish in the lakes across the
Many questions were asked state. In return for the fisherconcerning the rockfish or men's participation and help,
striped bass stocking program. the Division of Fisheries will
It was found that this game fish send them a Certificate of
offers a potential boon to the Appreciation and push pin
fishing in Kentucky and award which can be used as a
Barkley Lakes. Several million tie tac or lapel pin.
rockfish fingerlings have
TRAP SHOOT TO BE HELD
already been released and it is
Trap Shoot Chairman, Ellis
hoped that a population will Pennington announced that the
soon establish itself.
Jackson Purchase Gun Club
Joe Geurin, (left), Mark Bury, and Terry Yarbrough with a
Rockfish stocking programs will be having a Trap Shoot next
catch of crappie taken at Fords Creek over on Etarkleytake
in other parts of the United Saturday, April 12 at 1:00. The
Photo by Murray Lot
States have proved very suc- multi-event shoot will include a
cessful in helping to eliminate 50 bird race in late afternoon.
the shad which are too large for All prizes will be cash awards.
largemouth bass and other Scores on the 50 bird race will
game fish to feed on. By the be posted toward total points for
rockfish's natural predation on winning a new automatic Ithica
the larger shad and its corn- trap gun.
patability with other game fish
Turkey Hunting
DUCKS UNLIMITED
Between The Lakes, April 11, more game fisl
ai(nd pounds of
Permits Available
Don't forget the DUCKS
12, and 13. The course is being game fish per
e of water can UNLIMITED meeting
Turkey hunting permits are sponsored in cooperation with
which
available. Turkey hunting will the Kentucky Extension Ser- be established in our two local will be held at the Holiday Inn
lakes.
be permitted in the Kentucky vice, Bear Creek Girl Scout
this next Thursday, April 10 at
Charles Bowers, Director of 7 : 30. This
sector again this year in Land Council,
will be an
Murray
State the Division of Fisheries
an- organizational meeting and Al
Between The Lakes, north of U. University
Recreation nounced at this meeting
that Stallings, a national DUCKS
S. Highway IS, excluding the Department, and TVA's Land
another creel census index is UNLIMITED
Environmental
Education Between The Lakes.
representative
being created whereby bass. will be
Center. Hunting will be perthere to present a slide
In addition to the ACA course, fishermen along
with musky program.
mitted April 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, there will be a Camperafter
and May 1, 2, and 3. Only one Instructor's Course held at and walleye fishermen can take
SEE YOU THERE!
turkey gobbler with visible Brandon Spring Group Camp, an active part. Details will be
beard per hunter per season will April 25.
be allowed.
For additional information
Sheepshearing: "From Hoof
write Recreation Services
to Hank", April 19-20
Section, Land Between The
"From Hoof to Hank", an old- Lakes, TVA, Golden Pond,
fashioned sheepshearing Kertucky 42231.
demonstration, will be held at
Empire Farm in Land Between
West Tennessee Students
The Lakes, April 19-20. The
Participate in
public is invited to see thc
Careers Seminar
process from shearing to the
Eighteen junior and senior
carding and spinning of raw high
school
students
wool. Additional information representing 12 different high
about the demonstration can schools in the northwest Tenbe obtained by calling 502-924- nessee area recently par5441.
ticipated in a weekend Careers
Seminar at Brandon Spring
Camperafter and Advanced
Group Camp. Various careers
Camperafter Course
were explored during the
April 11, 12, 13
Workshop including comAn official Camperafter and munications, environmental
Advanced Camperafter course education, forestry, wildlife •
.
approved by the American management, and recreation.
john Hahn is holding up a fine 8 pound bass he caught this
Camping Association will be Kentucky students will attend a week using a Big 0 on a spinning rig.
held at Camp Energy in Land careers program this weekend.
Photo by Murray Bait
a•••
..
•
:"Prompt, Efficient Service
recreational activities for which
L.B.L. provides us 170,000 plus
acres in which to do our things.
We share this land in common
with 76 million people who live
within a days drive of L.B.L.
and have come by the millions
to enjoy this unique area in
western Kentucky. We cannot
overlook the benefits to the local
economy that visitors to L.B.L.
bring ivith-therii.'Large groups
of people must be provided with
goods and services and those
that frequent
exception.
The Land Between the Lakes
was originally concieved as an
experiment in
multi-use
recreation and
resource
management when the multiuse concept was developed. No
one thought that T.V.A. would
be able to offer a panacea for all
the problems that can grow out
of an experimental project.
T.V.A. may have fallen short in
some areas and exceeded expectations in others, but the fact
remains that L.B.L. has been an
unqualified success in it's
overall approach to providing
the maximum in recreation and
resource management. This
area hosts many species of
wildlife in good health and increasing numbers while offering some 800 camping sites
as well as classrooms, both
indoor and out of doors, for
close study of wildlife and the
environment. Programs are

Editor's Cab

fishing "Genera* Slow'

Gerrald Boyd, Owner

S.

door

Local Outdoor Recreation is Threatened

Front End Service
Complete Auto Repair

753-1751

he out of

8y &,7y Wiliam Drew

storey's
Foodeint
Hwy.641 So.

is a weekly column dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy the rewords
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Lod Between The Lakes
Short Shots
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Sporting Goods

HUTSON

- Inc.
•

Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport

& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles it Heels.

Chemical Co.
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•
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Fisherman's Corner
'By Ken Dealt-

Ban On Depth Rower
Proposed k Minnesota

East-1C Grocery_
&lish Market 4'
Fresh Caifiik
s ForThe
Su
Outdoorsinan And
Fishermen

For the second consecutive
cerain equipment that
Well, it looks like the high
equipment as being highly
year,a bill has been proposed to
we've developed to ate
water situation in Western
educational in that the average
outlaw the use of sonar devices
againstfishand
game.
Kentucky area is going to
fisherman
can literally see and
to locate fish in the st-ate of
That kind of equipment
hamper efforts by fisherman
comprehend what is going on
Minnesota. Last year's bill
takes fishing out of the
for awhile. As soon as the Ohio
below him. The structure,
would have banned the use of all
class of sport fishing. We
and the Mississippi rivers crest,
contour
and fish population are
_sounders.
categories of depth
will amend the bill to
things should start to move
definitively portrayed in an
,allow their use for
The bill was shelved after tha
back to normal. However, it
exact and easily understood
legislators received over three
commercial fishing on
seems as if every time it starts
presentation; one the fisherman
thousand letters condemning
Lake Superior. We've
looking good for fishing, a big
can
understand and by virtue of
the bill.
got to legislate them out
gully washer rain passes
that permanent record, study
This year, bill number 503
before they get a toe-hold
through and messes up the
OFFICE SUPPLIES - FURNITURE - MACHINES and keep for future reference.
nas been proposed which would.
like the other ones did.
Not
lakes again.
to
be
minimized
is
the
specifically forbid the use of
Frankly, I'd go the whole
very important fact that this
Despite the less than
sonar units whilh provide in
route on all of them. I
equipment
desirable fishing conditions, a
minimizes waster
a
addition to visual readout,
realize that's impossible.
time and motion, and in the
few fishermen have been able to
chart or graph readout which
This is the time to nip it
process, conserves a valuable
catch some crappie. Mark
permanently records that which
in the bud or forget it..."
resource that is not renewable,
jwin oCahes
C
Bucy, Terry Yarbratogh, and
the instrument has seen. This
Fish locator units with
gas and oil!
Joe Guerin caught
ut sixty
memory capability is seen by
flashinj lLghts only
OFFICE PRODUCTS. INC
_
crappie out affords Creek over
▪ The bill's author, a represenDuring the same phone
It is interesting to note that
in Barkley last Monday
Jacque and Donna Dean with a stringet.otbrearkand craptative Glen Sherwood, as giving conversation, Sherwood was chart recorders are widely used
. Bassfishing hasn't been very •pie
- -askeek-mflair--far -bact =Md 'by. departments -of naturali6hefThaR aft unfair ad.
MURRAY. KY' 42071
good due to water condition.
vantage, the bill is worded as you go?" Sherwood's response resources throughout the
PHONE 753.0123
There have been no reports of
, was: "How far are_you going to United States in the developfollows:
anyone catching bass recently.
."A bill for an act ,
go in the future...?"
ment and improvement of sport
The peak months for bass in this
relating to game and -----. Vexilar's position on the use' fisheries. The Minnesota
area are April arid May.
fish, prohibiting use of
of depth recorders as presented Department
of
Natural
Hopefully, the water will get
certain sonic equipby its' president, John Uldrich: Resources included. The
right soon so those hawg jaws-ment...it
shal
be .:z..
."Beginning with represen- Minnesota...:Dlat_ilL_Iact hascan be caught when they move
unlawful to take fish
tative Sherwood's question, pioneered the use of graph
while there is in
up into shallow water preparing
'How far are we going...' — I recorders to monitor, track and
to spawn.
operation in the same
can't really answer that, but I net rough fish for removal from
boat or vessel a sonic
+ -tdo know that this company, like lakes and to save game fish
depth finding device
Last week my family and I
-our country, is forward looktng from lakes that are subject to
went down to southeast
containing or connected
and forward moving. We -will "winter kill". -Vexilar units
to a visual tape recorArkansas to visit relatives back
continue to design, manufac- have been employed during the
— AP
ding attachment."
in my old stomping grounds.
lure and market equipment that past year by the Minnesota
Low Price
•
The water was awfully high
The Minnesota's Department
helps the sportsman enjoy those DNR to aid in this process of •
of Natural Resources stand . resources that are available to maintaining and improving
down there, too. We fished in an
Prompt Service * •
• against the use of this type of
•
old Arkansas River lake
us. We do not provide or ad- lakes for the sports fisherman.•
instrumentation was voiced by
created when Mother nature
vocate equipment that destroys These units are currently in use•605 Maple
Murray, Ky.•
Charles Burroughs, fisheries
chose to move the river during
or depletes our natural on a no charge bisis to the state.
•
753-4424 ,
._
•
- supervisor. Speaking for the -resourees everywhere . to
the 1927 flood. Jacque, who is
---111--Vexilar's position is that the
, DNR in a phone interview with
eleven, Donna, who is six, my
enhance our knowledge and
Donna Dean with a bream caught in an old river lake in John Uldrich, president of , techniques to foster these very equipment which would be 40000
Mother, and I fished with red
banned if bill No. 503 were Thin
southeast Arkansas.
. Vexilar, Inc., a developer of this -valuable and
worms and caught a hefty
renewable passed, is not unsportsmanlike
equipment, the department's
stringer of big bream and
2 Mi.- — 94 East
resources.
and does not deplete or destroy
position was predicated on the
crappie.
Chart recorders are a what is a natural and renewable
following observations:
technological improvement and resource. If this equipment
Fishing with my Mom
"...This bill is based on
- they can increase the fisher- were to prove so effective, it Fishing Tackle
Sporting Goods
broughthack fond memories of
-- tape
record
in- man's capability. They cannot would be far better to legislate a
my first fishing experience.
. strtunents...visual
however,ever succeed in taking change in limits or put added
Back in 1946 when we were
- presentation rather than
more than the -legal limit. That pressure on restocking or imliving in Louisiana, Mom took
the flash of light. 'This
Wholesale
is not built into the circuitry of proving fishing habitat than to
Retail
me out to a lake. She had the
being a presentation that
our equipment or that of any restrict the fisherman in his
linen my pole rigged up with a
MINNOWS
is far superior to the
other manufacturer that I know choice of equipment that helps
small bream hook and little
flashing light in that it
of. They can aid in helping the him find and catch these fish.
We offer you the freshest bait
cork. On the first bite I
enables the operator to
fisherman find and.catcb what New and better instrumentation
remember getting, the cork just
money
can buy—airect from the
discriminate
between
is allowed by law.
Is sure to follow just as surely as
popped under the water. I
fishes and bottom. You
chart
views
Vexilar
its
nest to you.
telescopes followed rifles, jets
reared back on the pole and
can see bottom fishes
,recorders as devices that speed followed propellors and power
jerked a big bream out over my
which, of course, makes
up the process of bringing fish steering succeeded "arrnstrong
753-5693
head and it hit the ground
it worthwhile to have. So
and fisherman together. Once power" of model "A" days. The
behind me. I circled around that
Fred Gardner, owner Larry Seward, mgr.
we
have
another
we've introduced the two, the sport fisherman has already
fish like an ole coon dog fighting
technological advance ..,
basic tenets of good sport- decided that he wants this
with a coon just shook out of a
at some point along the
smanship rule the day. We equipment. The proliferation of
tree. Well, that experience
line we've got to take a
make it possible to prove once fish locators is eloquent
hooked me on fishing. Mom
stand against fishermen
again that the fish is the more testimony to that and sonar
many
continued to take me for
taking too much adwily, has strength dispropor- equipment is now almost as
years and taught me a lot about
All merchondhre sold et discount prices'
vantage..."
tionate to his size and can widespread as the rod and reel.
Ricky Lowe with a hefty stringer of crappie and bream
catching, preparing, and
In a similar phone con- continue to counfound man
taken
near
Gillett,
Arkansas
last
week.
Far
better
it
would
be
if
cooking fish. She had lots of
versa tion, representative
through his total disinterest in government would look not to
PhOtollOCIDeari
patience with me and all my
Sherwood
his succulent baits, lures and other restrictive, regressive
explained
brothers. I still love to fish with
rationale for the bill:
enticements designed to bring legislation, but to moving ahead
her whenever I get a chance.
him to net or gaff
"...Governments
to improve and expand on one of
Jacque and Donna both
When I told the girls what down in Arkansas. Since we
must legislate against
Vexilar further views its its great renewable resources.
caught several big bream. They good fishermen they were, couldn't catch any bass in the
really enjoyed the terrific fight Jacque insisted that she was not high water, we decided to fish
those fish put on once hooked. a fisherman but a fisherperson for bream. We really had a
It's tremendously rewarding to Well, in that case, "Take a great time catching those big
see youngsters catch fish— person fishing."
bluegills. After we'd caught
- -Norf. thy. 641 South Noe 753-9491
+++++
intense concentration when the
about forty fish, we went into
Jerry Allen, formerly of town, cleaned our catch, and
cork disappears,followed by an
energetic yank on the pole, then Murray and now executive had a delicious fish dinner. Our
the glowing smile of a suc- director of the Arkansas host was Wilbur Wallace, a lifecessful fisherman when the fish Wildlife Federation, and Ricky long resident of Gillett and a
Lowe fished with me last week fishing and hunting enthusiast.
is boated.
Of the some 13.5 million acres million piece of real estate will nually and, to date, this
preserved for migratory bird now remain as part of the - program has collected over $153
habitat in the United States, 8.25 nation's wildlife heritage.
million for the acquisition of
million acres (61 per cent ) are
The private efforts of some 2,000,000 acres of
preserved as a direct result of water-fowlers have also been waterfowl production habitat
hunting-oriented programs. instrumental in preserving and National Wildlife Refuge
Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
This basic fact sums up the Canadian breeding grounds, lands.
Additionally, the monies
ST. LOUIS, MO. — How many have trouble saving a drowning supporting both of you. 'If critical role that America's where more than 70 per cent of
times have you considered what person and there is no reason to possible, send bystanders for duck and goose hunters play in all waterfowl originate. In its expended on sporting arms and
you would do upon finding a make yourself a victim. Swim help after you have the victim the conservation of both 38-year
Ducks ammunition include an 11 per
history,
waterfowl maitre host of other Unlimited, an organization cent tax which is earmarked for
drowning person? Hopefully, out to save a drowning person ashore.
you will never be in the only as a last resort.
Be smart, prepare for your wetland species, from marsh supported largely by U. S. state wildlife restoration
situation, but thought should be
Your first thought should be outings near the water. Take a wren to osprey.
waterfowlers, has raised more programs, including acquisition
Of these 8.25 million hunter- than $35 million to create and development of migratory
given to the possibility just in to get something out to the Red Cross swimming and water
case.
person to keep him afloat. It is safety class. If a person can't financed acres, 5.2 million acres drought- and flood-proof habitat bird habitat. Since this tax was
1939, over
What should you do? Should surprising what can keep a swim he should wear a U. S. are owned or controlled by covering 2,000,000 water acres imposed
in
you jump in, swim out and person afloat. Anything handy, Coast Guard approved personal waterfowl hunting clubs. These and encompassing 11,000 miles $518,040,000 have been collected
resuce him?—Should you run such as a tackle box, thermos flotation device(PFD) anytime private wetland and marsh Of shoreline on 1,200 projects providing the Federal Aid in
Wildlife Restoration Program
for help and hope you make it jug, or any wooden object like a he is going to be near the water. areas are not only managed to across Canada.
back before he goes under for deck chair, tree branch, paddle, Additionally, all swimming provide prime waterfowl
funds for land acquisition
with
Waterfowl hunters also make
acres by the state.
the third time?—Should you or water ski will do. Any of areas should be equipped with habitat; they are also kept out
1,050,000
of
contributions to
throw something buoyant out to these objects will keep a person flotation devices available to be of the hands of those who would significant
Conservationists
agree that
habitat
federal and state
him to keep him afloat?-0r, afloat long enough to enalo)e you thrown to anyone who might drain, dredge or "develop"
the key to wildlife populations is
Programs.
should you stand there and to get help to them. There have find himself in trouble in the these irreplaceable natural
Since 1934, all waterfowl proper habitat. And in the case
habitats. Last year, for
scream for help? The Coast been instances where spare water.
hunters
16 years of age or older of waterfowl habitat, the facts
Guard suggests that in most tires have been used to save
For further information on example, a group of South have been required to purchase are clear. No other group has
cases you should throw persons in danger of drowning. courses available and safety Carolina duck hunters, mem- an
annual Federal Migratory done, and is continuing to do,
something able to keep him
Look around, find anything tips, contact: Office In Charge, bers of the Santee Club, donated Bird
Hunting Stamp,commonly more to preserve and enhance
afloat. Many experienced that would float. If the person is Coast Guard Boating Safety their 25,000-acre coastal tract to
called
a "duck stamp." the native environment of
people have drowned while toe weak to reach shore with a Detachment, 3623 Oak Ridge a land conservation agency.
Revenue
duck stamp sales migratory birds than America's
from
Hwy. 94E
Murray, KY
trying to save someone else. buoyant device, then swim out Highway, Knoxville, Tennessee Much sought after by comIs now about $11 million an- waterfowl hunters
may
$20
swimmer
mercial interests, this
with something capable of 37921.
Even a strong

753-8786

Hwy. 94 East
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Defending State Champ (Tigers
ErtdSprinj Football Practice
as a result, the team won the we must find some people to fill
Class A State Football Cham- the shoes of defensive tackles
, Steve Porter and Craig Suiter"
pionship.
A big order?
Friday afternoon, the Tigers
Maybe, and then again;
had their spring game again.
And afterwards, Hine knew maybe not, especially when
what must be accomplished in there's 79 people to choose
order for the season this fall to from...,
be a success.
After the state championship
"We don't have much depth at trophy made its presence in
tide end, our offensive guards Murray High last year, it
are untested and we must get a seemed just about everybody
good replacement for Eli wanted to come out for the
Alexander at defensive end and football team.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports 154114or
Just .abinif a year
. ago,
Murray High had its spring
football game.
And afterwards, John Hina
pointed toward several things
as being keys for the next
season. One was the progress of
sophomores and the other was
the defense.
The Tiger coach knew what
had to be done, it was done and
.
•

And that's just about what it
looked like Friday as nearly 80
young men were on the
sidelines.
Originally, the game was to
have been played next week but
because of the bad weather of
late and because of ,the approaching track season, the
game was scheduled Thursday
night for Friday afternoon.
"We didn't really look as
sharp as I would have liked us to
look," Hina said.
-We have really been hampered by the bad weather plus
spring break came right in the
middle of spring practice and
that really hurt too."
The players were divided up
into the black squad and the
gold squad and the teams were
close to even in personnel.
The only touchdown of the
game was scored by nowfreshman Claude Johnson.
The speedy little tailback took
hand off ,.from quarterback

OFF AND RUNNING — Freshman tailback Claude Johneee (43)
takes the ball and goes down the field for some yardage. Johnson
scored the only touchdown in the Tiger spring game by going 60
yards in a splendid run.

McRaven And King To
Become Hall Of Famers
Murray State University has
announced the selection of two
more former athletes to its
Sports Hall of Fame.
Named were former grid star
Claude McRaven, who performed for the Thoroughbreds
from 1935-1938, and tennis great
Johnny King, a Murray star
from 1956-59.
McRaven, a retired Air Force
colonel, was an honorable
mention Little All-American
halfback at Murray in 1938
before joining the old Cleveland
Rams of the National Football
League in 1939. He was a twoyear starter for the Rams
before being drafted into the
military
McRaven, who now resides in

San Antonio, Tex., was also
instrumental in organizing
Murray's first track team of
which he was an outstanding
sprinter.
King was cne of the finest
tennis players to ever play at
Murray. It would be hard to
prove otherwise if you looked at
his record. During his four
years of play he never lost an
Ohio Valley Conference match
in compiling seven OVC
championships in singles and
doubles play.
King is a Paducah native
currently working in Lexington.
The pair will be inducted into
the Sports Hall of Fame during
Murray's annual All-Sports
Banquet April 30.

who will be playing this Coming
fall at Murray State.
"We've been pleased thus far
Outside of that, the teams with our quarterbacks," Hina—
took turns moving the ball said.
'And considering the limited
between the two 20 yard-lines.
amount of time we've had for
Once, the gold team moved to pratice, I'd have to say we're
within five yards of a TD but quite satisfied."
Keith Tabers came up with
The Tigers used four people at
an interception to end the drive. quarterback in the workhout:
There were no punts or kickoffs Todd Harrison, Jeff Oakley,
in the game.
Roger Grogan and Gregg
Garland.
"We had some pretty im.
-Todd was very impressive.
pressive performances," His
PLENTY
OF
TIME
Jeff Oakley (11) gets plenty of time to throw the bail as Linsdey Hud—
Quarterback
He's done a lot of work on his
said.
speth (23) and Robbie Hibbard (32) supply the blocking.
passing and we've never had
"I really thought Eddie any questions about his ability
Staff Moots* by Mike Brandon)
Rollins looked good at tight end to run. We think we have some
and Frank Gilliam ( now a other fine prospects for quarfreshman) was good In the terback," Hina added.
position. We also _had good
Even with the loss, Murray
r unaing .pealarmancaa--irons- will have wheat of' outstanding
Lindsey Hudspeth and Eugene lettermen returning.
Bayless."
•'We should have quite a bit of
Hudspeth is a sophomore experience with people , like
tattbace Who - received Andy Ryan, Tony Thuiniond
ATLANTA(AP) — No sooner -Coach Fred Creighton told re- they needed a quick goal and
honorable mention All-State Tony Boone, Kenny Adams,
last year. Bayless, who several Darrell Foster, Lindsey Hud- had the New York Rangers -porters. 'They were the win- Jean Ratelle responded with a
. -ineth and Robbie Hibbard," clinched a spot in the National
times carried three and f Ar_L
and we were the loser. It power-play score after only 29
Hockey League playoffs than was as simple as that. We seconds of play. Rick Middleton
defenders with him, is a Hine said.
• "Of course the kids who will they were talking confidently of started off well, then made tied the game less than two
sophomore fullback.
"They are bigger and be sophomores will have a big their chances of winning the some mistakes we shouldn't minutes later with a 20-foot
stronger than running backs- part to play in our success next Stanley Cup.
have."
slap shot past Atlanta's Phil
"We're good enough to beat
we've had in the past," Hine fall. And I feel they will come
Tom Lysiak put the Flames Myre.
anybody, at any time, any- on the scoreboard at 9:04 of the
r along okay."
said.
The playoff matchups will de"Lindsey has the real break.... Before the game, Hina an- where, under any conditions," first period when he bulled his pend on the results of games,to
awayspeed. His teammates nounced the selections of the co- said Derek Sanderson, who way past two Rangers and beat be played before the season
captains for the team. They are scored the winning goal which Ranger goaltender Gilles VWe- ends Sunday night, but Francis
call him "magic."
The Tigers lose 13 starters off Tony Boone and Tony Thur- gave the Rangers a 3-2 victory mure. Rey Comeau knocked in figures the Rangers picobably
over the Atlanta Flames Friday a rebound later in the period to will meet the Islanders.
mond.
last season's team, seven from
The season will open for the night.
offense and six from defense.
give Atlanta a 2-.0 lead.
"At least we won't have to
The triumph put both the
One of the starters was Tigers September 5 at
Francis said* told his play- worry about transportation," he
Rangers and the New—Y.et ers before the third period that said.
quarterback Wes Furgerson, Reidland.
Islanders into the playoffs and
eliminated Atlanta, which had
been. struggling to catch the
two New York clubs.
In the night's other NHL
game, the Vancouver Canucks
defeated tithe Minnesota North
Stars 4-1 to clinch first place in
Division 2.
round bye in the playoffs and Most Valuable Player, netted 37
The Flames led 2-41 going into
the home court advantage in points for Buffalo.
Ott
the third period but New York
any playoff series because of
Warriors 128, Suns 99
scored two quick goals, and
their better record within the
Rick Barry scored 19 points Sanderson scored the winner
Eastern Conference.
in the third quarter as Golden with 4:35 left in the game after
Friday night's game, the State won easily.
- -taking a pass from Walt Tkacfourth during the season beBlazers 116, King% 1111
zuk, who outmuscled a Flame
tween the clubs the series'
Geoff Petrie and Sidney defender,to set up the goal.
wound up 2-2), came' down to Wicks combined for 59 points
"You know we're really going
the closing seconds. After Wes as Portland posted its 10th into the playoffs
strong." said
Unseld put the Bullets ahead straight home victory.
Ranger veteran Rod Gilbert
94-93 on a layup with 15 seconds
&mks 111, Lakers 102
afterwards. "This type of
to go, the Celtics quickly inSpencer Haywood ran off comeback really lifts the moSAVE $1.31
bounded the ball and Havlicek eight straight points early in
Men's thick Crepe Sole
rale."
moved it swiftly past midcourt. the final quarter to put Seattle
Casuals, Brown, Blue or
But the New York coach,
Green
Lace-up or Slip-on
"I was calling for a time out, in command for good.
Emile Francis, was not making
Styles, Regular $4.97.
and I guess they ( The Bullets )
any bold predictions.
figured we were going to call
"I don't know what this club
it," said the emotionally
can do," Francis said. "This is
drained Heinsohn, indicating
the first time we've had them
that Washington might have reall back from their injuries. It's
lazed its defense momentarily.
only in the last week or 10 days
Prices Good thru Tuesday
That lapse proved costly.
that everyone's been back. This
The alert Havlicek, Boston's
is the healthiest we've been
Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
team captain and game-high
Rel-Air Shopping Center
since Nov. 15.By The Associated Press
scorer with 22 points, spotted
Murray
Over in the Flames dressing
Mon -Fri. 104
BASKETBALL
Cowens at the foul line and hit
room, the players were subSat 9-9
CHICAGO — Chicago Bulls
him with a perfect pass. CowSHOES
Sun. 14
dued and disappointed.
ens' shot was just as accurate.
guard Norm Van Lier said he
"I've not much to
Gettoknow us; you'll like us.
Elsewhere in the NBA. Mil- will not pay a $1,000 fine levied
waukee downed New York 109- against him by the National
101, Chicago beat New Orleans Basketball.Association, even if
111-87, Buffalo dumped Phila- it means he has to quit the
delphia 108-97, Golden State team.
whipped Phoenix 128-99, PortFOOTBALL
Sliffreel
land defeated Kansas CityNEW YORK — The head of a
Omaha 116-110 and Seattle up- group which will run Chicago's
ended Los Angeles 111-102.
1975 World Football League
franchise denied a published reBucks 109, Knicks 101
o
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored port hinting the team offered
.1•1
12 points to spark a fourth- quarterback Joe Nemeth a
I
quarter Milwaukee rally that multi-year,$2 million contract.
put a sizable dent in New
GOLF
York's playoff hopes.
GREENSBORO, N.C. — Tom
Bulls Ill, Jazz 87
Weiskopf shot an even-par 71
Norm Van Lier pumped in 32 and expanded his lead to five
points as Chicago clinched the strokes over Dave Hill after
Central Division championship two rounds of the 6225,000
Braves 108, 76ers 97
I
tgLalto
Greater Greensboro Open Golf
Bob McAdoo, the league's Tournament

angetas
For .cup=Sanderson

Celtics Outlast Bullets 95-94
In NBA Competition On Friday
BOSTON (AP) —Only 15 seconds were left in the game as
Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn
pleaded for his team to take a
time out.
But John Havlicek, who had
the ball, didn't hear him.
However, instead of resulting
in disaster, it turned into an
important victory for the Celtics.
Eventually, with four seconds
remaining, Dave Cowens hit a
jump shot from the foul line
and the Celtics outlasted the
Washington Bullets 95-94 Friday
night in a gruelling, physical
game.
The bitunph lifted -the Celtics' record to 59-22, the best in
the National Basketball Association, with only tonight's game
at Philadelphia remaining for
them in the regular season.
Washington dropped to 58-22
with two games to play—at
home against Atlanta tonight
and against New Orleans Sunday afternoon.
If both teams finish the season with the same record, the
Celtics would gain an opening

IT HOLDS
ON TO THE GIZ
MILE IT
HaDsCNIO
E1041)
•The 1975 Audi Fox holds on at the rate of 31 mpg on the highway and
21 mpg in the city according AS EPA's highway lest average
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Murray High Golfers
Defeat St Mary Team
The Murray High Golf Team
defeated defending Regional
Champs St. Mary by 18 strokes
at the Murray Country nut-.
Friday afternoon.
The Tigers fired a one , ver
par 145 while the Vikings posted
a 163. The Vikings have only twr,
of last year's starters on this
year's squad.
Medalist honors went to MRS
senior Lee Stewart as he carded
a two under par 34 lie was
closely followed by Howard
Boone's 36. Other scores for the
Tigers were Tim Philpot
Gary Sullivan- ".ta end f,yrat
Sullivan 39.
-St...1.4sawtg_,ASIAILseaiar

Ferrell EWott 43, and Steve
Danemueller 48.
Stewart's round was sparked
by an eagle two on the par four
sixth. He started the hole rather
shakily by hitting his drive into
the trees on the right. Hen then
punched a six-iron under the
trees that rolled 30'yarcis and
then plopped into the cup. The
eagle was preceded by a birdie
three on the par four fifth.
Stewart's only bogey came on
the par three second.
Howard Boone chipped in
from 40 yards out for a birdif
four on the par five third to
highlight his steady round
b keY- of the day
&ADO'S_ 904- (

who Is-gating a slow
start off his basketball seasas,
MIPPed to a 41. Other scores for
the Vikings were Bill Woods 42

three-putted.
The Tigers, who move to 2-0
for the season, will play Lone
Oak at Paxton park Monday.

*
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The International Cub Cadets
12 H. P.
Gear Drive
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Purchase Equipment Co.
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ON THE MOVE - Sophomore tailback Lindsey Hudspeth (23) of the Tigers picks
up some yardage in the
spring game held Friday. Also in the picture is Tiger co-captain Tony Thurmond (60).
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

29r-A,
'Two koste
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 8: Times Sports Editor
Don't empty the ship yet.
There's no need to panic.
After a glittering 29-1 start
this season, the Murray State
Thoroughbreds have ran into a
little problem; lack of pitching.
They got some unexpected
help Friday afternoon but then
another problem developed:
lack of hitting.
With
bundle of successive
_doubleheaders behind them, the
• 'Breds have been running into
illiti picking in the mound
corps. And now, since the news
this week that all they have to
do to get a NCAA playoff bid is
. to win the conference, the losses
- aren't really that important
- anyway.
_
However, today's games are.
The 'Breds host Western
Kentucky to a 1 p.m. conference
twinbill at Reagan Field. Ace
hurlers Randy Oliver and Mike
Sims will be on the hill for
Murray.
After losing Friday's first
game, 6-5 to Providence, the
'Breds had problems at the
plate in the second game, a 3-0
loss to Purdue.
Junior Kim Burns, a walk-on
from Elkville, Ill., was simply
sensational on the hill.

Burns, who wasnot even in
uniform until early this week,
held the Boilerrnarkers in check
for the first five innings.
And then the first man up in
the top of the sixth spoiled the
mound gem. Mazza, the second
baseman for Purdue, crashed a
solo shot that just cleared the
fence in left.
Then in the seventh, Purdue
scored two unearned runs and
sewed up the win.
Mitrrayllireatened only once
in the contest. In the third after
one man was out, catcher Mike
Cathey singled and Richie
White walked. Both moved up a
base on a wild pitch and then
two fly outs in succession ended
the Murray threat.
"Burns did a super job for us
under pressure," Reagan said.
"He didn't show any sign at
all of being nervous in his
college debut. If we could have
just gotten him some runs, he
would have won the game."
Murray got some runs in the
first game. However, they
weren't at the right time.
Trailing 6-1 going into the
home half of the sixth, the
'Breds started another one of
their famous late-game rallies.
Jack Perconte tripled, Leon

ri

M.S.U.
Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale at
Peoples Bank
Bonk qt Murray
Dennison Hunt
Montgomery Word
Tickets!
Students SE Children -$3 00
M 00
teserved Seats - $5.00
Sponsored by Murray
Calloway County Jaycees.

as the Colonels open the Eastern Division playoffs at home.
Brown said just the feat of
tying New York for the regular
season lead was amazing.
"Two weeks ago we were
four garnes back and we've had
to win 10 games in the last 14
days. Anyone familiar with our
injury situation knows we're
only playing with seven and a
half men," Brown said.
Nets' Coach Kevin Loughery
said he was pleased with his
team's effort. "I'm very proud
of our team for hanging in
there the way we did after

conditions-severe, but not so
severe as the day before-made
Weiskopf appreciate even more
the fantastic 64 he'd shot in the
first round.
"The more I think of it, the
more I think that was the
greatest round I've ever
played."
The two rounds gave him a
seven-under-par total of 135 for
two trips over the 6,643-yard
Sedgefield Country Club course
and left most of the rest of
them just playing for second.
Dave Hill, alone in that position after a struggling 73 that
included six bogeys, said he
wasn't even concerned with
that.
Lee Trevino, Perry Leslie
and Bill Ziobro, grouped at 141,
were the only others in the field
under par after 36 holes. Trevino had a second-round 7Q,.
Leslie a 73 and Ziobro a 68.
Miller shot a 70 and headed
the group at 142. South African
ayer, -the biaster.si
British Open title-holder, also
had a 70 but remained well
back at 146. Arnold Palmer
shot 73 and just made the cut
for the last two rounds.

Noolle Sup Mix
by-Borden,
Delicious, vitamin enriched grape drink i-4ounce can. Perfect Are a•
hot-weather thirst quencher.

4 Pkga.1¼ oz. ea.

MORTON
-HOUSE
MEAT
DISHES

INFANTS GOWNS
—11-1,415-6-eg

A
2.11

Great for the working girl!
J ustolieat and serve for a
delicious meat dish. Select
your favoritp from beef,
turkey, pork, meat loaf or
sal isburg steak.

Flame retardant gowns in pretty
colors for safety and comfort.

10"
SIDEWALK

Hedstrom

BIKE
Features 3-piece crank
• with nylon -bearings-,mote_type_ ..handieliar,.. adjust-'..
able saddle. 19" nylon
% bearifig wheels, 1-5/8"
semi-pneumatic tires.

Model

Regular
Unscented

AC or DC ROYAL
DIGITAL 88

8-OUNCE
I-- RIGHT GUARD
DOUBLE-WITH ADAPTER
PROTECTION
ANTI-PERSPIRANT

ALCULATOR

88

ASSORTED PLASTIC
/
1
2-gallon
KITCHEN HELPERS choose
1
2-gallon
pitcher, /
upright "freezer
container, collettuce
ander,
crisper, 72-oz.
• container, 3-qt.
flat container.

t
EA
Values to 1.37

Reg. 29.88
Reg.

8 digit display with floating decimal point. Add,
subtract, multiply, divide.
Operates on AC or on four
pen light batteries.

1.44
-

Protects you and proIrt
iects your clothes from
odor, wetness and stain.

'7ffiffri

TAMPAX 40s
100

GAF
126-12 FILM FOR
COLOR PRINTS

Req.
1,3 3

Weiskopf Takes Lead
In Greensboro Golf
GREENSBORO,N.C.(AP)"'The golf tournament," said
Tom Weiskopf, "is not over
yet."
But, it appeared it might as
well be.
"I don't know about catching
Tom," Lee Trevino said, "but
second money ain't bad."
Weiskopf, again exhibiting
the deft touch and controlled
power that won him seven tournaments in four countries in
1973, pulled away to a commanding five stroke advantage-within one shot of the
largest halfway lead of the
year-in Friday's second round
of the $225,000 Greater Greensboro Open golf tournament.
And he needed only a round
of par 71 to.do it.
"In this weather, - that's a
dynamite round," Johnny Miller said.
The weather was fierce. The
temperature was in the 40s.
The winds--though diminished
frvuLthe galt.1.1-upeltiasta that._
reached dangerous levels in
Thursday's • play-was 20-25
miles per hour with higher
gusts.
The difficulty of the playing

Wylers
7,- S. Chicken Flavor

CU R IT Y

trailing by 18. I thought if we
ever got it to one we would
take them-but we never got it
to one," Loughery added.
Loughery said the Colonels
will see a few different
wrinkles from New York if the
two hook up in the division
playoffs.
"We were changing defenses
around tonight. I don't want to
take anything away from Kentucky because they shot very
well, but when we get time to
practice we'll work on a few
things and if we're fortunate
enough to play them again
they'll see something new."

WV/W.)
011

•

141":

GRAPE JUICE
DRINK

A cool combination of
90%,cotton and 10% rayon.
bright Colors
Assdiried
wail' contrasting trim on
neck and cuffs. Sizes
small, medium, large and
axtra=large.- Great • for
spring and summer.,.

Colonels Down New brit 108-99
In One-Game Playoff Last Night
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) As if the Eastern Division
Championship of the American
Basketball Association wasn't
enough incentive far his team,
Kentucky Coach Hubie Brown
gave another reason the Colonels had for beating New York
108-99 in a one-game playoff
Friday night.
"Before the season, no one
picked us to win the division,"
said Brown, dripping from a
post-game victory shower.
"We had five new players
and two new coaches and no
one thought we could win it all.
We talked about that before the
game and then we went out and
won," Brown added.
Kentucky, paced by Artis Gilmore's 28 points and 33
rebounds, raced out to a 47-29
lead in the second quarter. The
Nets closed within three Points
in the last period but never got
any closer.
The victory gave Kentucky
only their second divisional title
ever and sent them into action
Sunday night against Memphis

tvaisrA,

TEE SHIRTS
77

Wurth doubled for a run, David
Hughes walked and then
sophomore slugger Don Walker
belted'a three-run shot over the
360-foot sign in center, leaving
Murray.trailing just _6.5. _
In the bottom of the seventh,
Perconte lofted a drive into
deep right center that, had the
ball been up a little more and
pulled toward the line, would
have tied the game.
Instead, Perconte settled for
a triple. John Siemanowski then.
hit a little "Baltimore chopper"
down toward third and the
throw just nailed the sophomore
rightfielder at first to end the
game.
Scott Durham started on the
hill and was tagged for 11 hits
while giving up six runs. Marvin
Kiel, who hadn't pitched since
three years ago when he was in
high school, came in and
allowed just one hit in the final
two and one-third innings in a
very impressive mound stint.
The 'Breds are now 29-4 and
after the game with Western
today, will have a much-needed
off day Sunday before playing
at Carbondale against Southern
Illinois Monday.
Then on Wednesday, Murray
will host Vanderbilt to a 3 p.m.
single game.

(
/NI(
•

64-OUNCE
WELCH'S
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Not available in

97'
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Ford Against More Military Aid To Vietnam
_
ISIGJDFORD
WILLIAM
Ity
AssociatediPress Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) As he opened his second state
branch office here, Sen. Wendell Ford argued against giving
any more military aid to South
Vietnam.
During the last three weeks,
Ford said, the South Vietnamese Army has abandoned $1.5
billion of U.S. military equip-

and was expected to
another $500 million this
He said he has inthe
ed legislation to
I States from giving any
military aid__10 South_
they won't stand up and
or their own country ...
a nothing we can do,- he
thd he said humanitarian
ould be dispersed through
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the Secreiary of the Army to
03vier-some--questfons -On Th*.
plan to cut back the civilian
employment at the Bluegrass
\I-my depot near Lexington.
Among those questions, he
said, were a $19 million conflict
in bookkeeping and why out-ofstate contractors are being given jobs that can be done at the
Bluegrass depot. He noted the
Bluegrass depot was one of the
most efficient such operations
in the country.
On sill another subject, Ford
said the National Aeronautics
Administration
and Space
NASAI should be given the job
of seeking ways to convert coal
to gas and oil. He said NASA
has the expertise to work with
hundreds of thousands of contractors.
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EXPERIENCED SEFt- CHROME BREAKFAST
VICE Station attendant. table and six chairs. Call
492-8249 after 6 p. m.
Apply in person at
Barrett's Service Station,
639 South 4th Street. No TWIN SIZE mattress and
phone calls.
box springs, frame good
condition. $45. Call 753EXPERIENCED Elec- 0252.
trical-Instrument
mechanic wanted for G. E. REFRIGERATORchemical plant mainfreezer combination. 17
tenance. Excellent pay
cu. feet. Brown with
and fringe benefits, inwoodgrain front. Price ---cludingopmpany
--,180.--Son-at 1512 -Wend-,health insurace, life inDrive or call 753-6883.
surance, vacatioRs,
pension plan. Applicant
should have previous
experience as electricalTHE SALE is over at Kirby
instrument maintenance.
Vacuums. But you can
Send resume to Vanstill have your old Kirby
derbilt Chemical,Route 2,
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
Box 54, Murray, Ky. 42071
on new Kirbys are worth
or phone Mr. Gene Smith
up to $80. Come in and see
502-753-4926.
us 'soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple
Street, 753-0359.
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The Don Hendley Singers from Mayfield will present a program of music at the First Assemblv
of God, South 16th and Glendale Road, on Sunday, April 6, at seven p. m. Pastor Jerry Hendlev
invites the public to attend.
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WASHINGTON AP) - Law
and order .may break down in
Saigon if Communists attack
near the city, there is a sudden
change of government or there
ar). wild rumors, State Department analysts say.
It also is possible that Hanoi
could call for an uprising of the
urban peoples and then sow
confusion through infiltrators
already in the city, the analysts
said Friday.
Meanwhile, retired Air Force
Maj. Gen. Edward G. Lansdale,
who played a major role in an
earlier resettlement in Vietnam, called on President Ford
to provide asylum to Vietnamese who may be in danger of
Communist retaliation.
In a message to the President, Lansdale said, "I respectfully urge that the United
States use its vast facilities to
see that those who have
steadfastly worked with us in
behalf of common goals be given an opportunity for asylum in
a nation of their choice."
Lansdale was one of the persons responsible for arranging
the movement of 322,000 North
Vietnamese Catholics to resettlement centers in the south
after Vietnam was divided in
1954.
A U.S. Navy task force commanded by Adm. Lorenzo S.
Sabin conducted "Operation
Passage to Freedom" in 1954
and early 1955.
Official sources say the U.S.
aircraft carrier Hancock is due
-to arrive off Vietnam next
week with helicopters that
could be used if a sudden evacuation of Americans and others
is required from Saigon. Other
support vessels are reported to
be moving into Vietnamese waters.
North Vietnam has maneuvered six divisions around Saigon and the Communist high
command Is continuing to move
down more forces.
Analysts here say there is a
60-40 chance against a direct
attack on Saigon in the next
several weeks. Their assessment is that the North Vietnamese prefer a negotiated surrender if that is possible.
Some State Department officials fear that a hasty evacuation Zrf Americans would
andthe touw_
ss psychological
as
a
sathce
n :
come
to
refugees already in
the capital, and quite possibly
ecipltAte panic..L it.
Peli.cvecl- beg tPatsome thinning-out process could
take place in removing the lessessential personnel without
causing panic.

LADIES' CLOTHING for
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753-4768.
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at
speaking
Ford was
"There is a large barricade
conference Friday as he opened
his branch office here. He pre- between the states and Capitol
viously opened an office in Hill which in my opinion has
Louisville and plans to open been one of the major causes of
our national problems," he
one in Owensboro later.
. Ford said the offices are fi- said.
Ford said his Frankfort ofnanced out of the office staff
and expense allowance given fice, located in the John C.
each senator. He said his staff Watts federal building, would
in the branch offices win re- be managed by Ted Bradshaw,
ceive problems or special fleas who was a top aide of Ford's
of citizens and handle them when he was governor. Also
directly or help get them re- "Corking in the office will be
(Attie Wheat, Pat Gregory and
solved in Washington.
"Approximately half of my / Paula Mucci, all of whom also
total staff time will be within worked in Ford's governor's ofthe state of Kentucky," he said. fice.
also said he has asked
,
Ford'
"This is different from past

MANURE SPREADER in
good condition. Call 7533544.

DIAL
753-1916

HOW TO earn money at
home mailing commission circulars, -Ex,
celkent profit potential.
Offer details, Rush
WILL MR. R. Church, a
stamped, addressed 16' TILT trailer with two
axles. Call 753-7370.
man who cut some trees
envelope and 25 cents to:
near my grove, please
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
move the wood and brush
Kentucky 42046.
TREATED FENCE posts.
or call 753-1517.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 54 and
OPBUSINESS
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
JACK AND JILL PORTUNITY: Full or
Treating Co., Highway 60
openings for children.
part time. Sell and serWest,'314-998-2555 or 314Infants-6 years. Drop-in
a
with
vice retail outlets
service. 753-9922.
785-0700.
new
revolutionary
product and concept.
Must have car. Small
Noticv
investment for inventory
Approximately l2,000 sq. ft. of
required. Call 1-502-926rental space available at 2nd
1811 collect after 3 p. m.
and Poplar Streets. Ws/stern
gas tractor,
weekdays or any time FORD 3000
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
bushhog,
disc,
plow,
Murray. Ky., Phone 733-3342.
weekends to arrange for
grader blade. Call 753interview.
7370.
TO MV good friends and
HARD SURFACE plows
antique buyers: Sunday,
SALES AGENT
points, regular points,
April 6, 1975, I will open
Isceptional opportunity for moo
disc blades, cultivator
or women to repreSent National
up my antique shop, six
shovels, chisel points.
Artonsolnio Association. Ole
days a week, with a full
train end furnish suptifie... ix Vinson Tractor Company.
line of antiques.
teller's income potential.
753-4892.
Old coffee mills, old farm
Coll Collett
Mr. IT. Mayes
bells, flat irons, coal oil
kientecky
NEW AND used John
lamps, cow bells, glass
Auto Assn.,
Deere planters, Allismatch
ware, (all kinds),
5112-583-14411
Chalmers hard land
holders, silver
box
planter. Vinson Tractor
dollars-1885-1928 for $5.
Company, 753-4892.
Each 6 for $25. Furniture.
Butler & Pugh Antique,
Highway 641 North.
CASE FARM tractor, VAC
Phone 753-7462 or 753-3971.
12, PTO,three point hitch,
grader blade, bucket.
NEED CONFIDENTIAL
$1400. 436-5414.
Information? Dial NEED
753-6333, NEEDLINE.
14' POLARCRAFT boat, 6
H. P. Johnson motor,
Paris Line trailer. Call
436-5511.

aft'aCI 4urjo
pa11.104111V

LARGE FARM. Row crop
or cattle. Would buy
whole operation. Call 7532211,TrIpp Williams
Realty.

16' LONESTAR, 35 H. P
Evinrude, trailer. $500
firm. Call 753-1701.

PART TIME office help.
1974 STARCRAFT 16'
Typing and shorthand
Bassmaster, 1974
required. Apply to Box
Evinrude 70 H. P., new,
574, Murray, giving age,
with 1970 Gator trailer.
experience, marital
Priced right. 753-3415
USED OFFICE desks and
status, and education.
weekdays 8-5.
chairs, filing cabinets,
DOMESTIC HELP. Will electric adding machine
pay minimum wage. Must mid electric typwriter.
tran- 527-9981.
own
furnish
10 Percent above cost on
sportation. Call 743-1836.
new
shipment
of
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,. Ikarifizer organs
and
silver, or copper. Buy or
pianos during April
EXPERIENCED
sell. Free appraisals.
shower of values. J & B
CASHIER for local
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
Music, Chestnut Street,
grocery. If interested
write P. 0. Box 32-P,
Murray.
Murray, Kentucky.
--CONN BASS trombone
with finger control, good
WANTED: AUTOMOTIVE PRECUT PICTURE
frames,
ready
to
condition.
Call 753-2267
At
man.
counter
parts
assemble, assorted sizes
least five years exMurray Lumber Comperience. Salary open.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
pany, --------Send complete resume
organs. Rent to purchase
with full references to
plan. I,onardo Piano
Post Office Boit 76,' ttEA-NllidEST CARPET,
Company, across from
MaY41d, KY..42066._ _....
cleanor.su-enr tase4L-Se 'Post
Office, Paris,
easy to0. Get Blue tustre.
Tennessee. Also the
Rent
electric
FOR A REALLY good
shampooer
Antique Mall, 4th &
$1. Big K, Bel-Air
sales position, call 901Sycamore,
Murray.
Shopping Center. 642-2479.
Kentucky.

AIR-C
diff
pump
KEE
ring
reaso
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27: Mobile Home Sales

32. Apartments For Rent

51. Services Offered
46. Homes For Sale
Another View
49. Used Cars & Trucks
51. Services Offered
12 x 60 TWO bedroom, two
TWO BEDROOM apartFOR SALE: Ten room DATSUN PICKUP factory WINDOW CLEANING and ROY HARMON'S CarINCOME TAX
full baths, all electric,
penter Shop told ice
ment, furnished or unair-conditioner, $360
,house in Canterbury
DIVISION
carpet cleaning service.
underpinned, set up in
Complete
plant).
furnished. Call 753-4331
installed. Call 436-2174.
Estates, 1512 Oxford
12 years experience. Free
Stella Trailer Court. 753repairs,
and
remodeling
Drive. Four bedrooms,
estimates. Call 753-3351.
8548.
cabinets, paneling, doors,
WELL FURNISHED. 1303
,.living room, formal 1967 Dodge pickup with
formica work, finish
L-shaped
maintenance bed. Phone
dining room with two
FOR RETIREES, a place Chestnut.
SPRAY PAINTING, carpentry, contracting.
B. B. Dill, 753-1551.
built-in corner cabinets,
OPENING FOR
in the sun, on lake for living-dining room, kittzz)
commercial, residential.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
fully equipped, paneled
fishing, boating. Nice 60' chen, hall, two large
Free
estimates.
MU SIC LESSONS
Call
753nights.
kitchen, large utility 1966 CHEVROLET. Phone
two bedroom mobile closets, bath, bedroom,
7915.
7534898.
carpet,
insulated
drapes.
753-7575
room
with cabinets,
home. Has air, furnished,
CONGENERAL
spacious foyer, family
large screen room. Owner adjoins college. 753-8648.
J & B Music
Storage
TRACTORS.
room
with
1973
fireplace, den,
CHEVROLET pickup ELECTROLUX SALES &
will linance or swap onto
sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
21
/
2 baths, garage with
Custom
10,
power
older home near campus. MURRAY MANOR - All
Service Write C. M.
cabins 24 x 24. gravel
auto
-electric,
unall
new,
dpor
steering
opener, central
and brakes, air, sanders, 13oK..213 MutT4Y
Write W. F. Barnett, 3362
touting.
And rirrirworrair -ga.s...-111M111C4,. .in- automatic, 753-4025.
-Dale, Leesburg, Florida, furnished, .one. and _twit
FarI-989-2468,
calf
"or
South of Murray to Paris
tercom,
bedroom apartments.
recently
for details.
mington.
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
Landing. Lakeland
redecorated and recar- 1963 VOLKSWAGEN, good
One Deiguid Road, just
delivered. 753-0271.
Construction. 436-2505.
peted throughout. Price1972 12 x 65 Three bedroom, off 641 North. 753-8668.
condition, $250. Call 436,
$52,500. Call 753-6883 for .5474. *ELECLICE-NSED
carpet throughout,
AIRT:ComP
- RFSSORS,
Prompt,
appointment
TRICIAN
centrale-air and heat, 11
Rent
For
Houses
34.
/
2
- different sizes. Also gas
efficient service. No job
bith, barge shed, washer
1473 GRAND PRIX, ex-pumps. Call 489-2490.
too small. Call Ernest
and dryer, underpinned. SMALL COTTAGE, $100
condition,
Cellent
TO
CRINGE
t../ED
"Rt.F3.ATE , 6AH -THEY
_White. 753-0605.
wheels,
honeycomb
air
Cheap! 753-7609.
plus utilities. 753-0423
WHEN -11-1EH CAME Itst HERE .,OR HELP.'
KEEPSAKE WEDDING
Will do brush and
OPEN HOUSE
and tilt steering wheel.
after 5 p. m.
ring set, like new. Will sell
hauling.
trash
436-5344.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
Blair
504
St.,
43. Real Estate
WILL DO garden breaking
reasonably. Call 489-2199.
46. Homes For Sale
electric, central air- SMALL: HOUSE, furrates.
Reasonable
Murray.
Call Terry Morgan, 753lre FORD pickup, 44 ton
nished. Ideal for one or SPRING SPECIALS -Oneconditioning and heating.
2632.
Sunday, April 6,
with air, $1,000. 1971 Ford
SET OF Columbia Entwo people. Garden.
$3000 or best offer. See at
third to 17 acres. John C. - 13Y ,r.LLWNE,11, - Three
with
bedroom,
automatic
pickup,
newly
cyclopedias, 1970's, exAdults 'only. No Pets.
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Call 753-6130
Neubauer, 'Realtor. Bob
1 to 5 p. m.
redocrated inside and out,
power steering, $1,000.
cellent. condition. $50 or
Deposit required. 492Homes t highway 94).
Rodgers, Associate.
SCHOLAR
CONTACT
new carpeting, on acre
Call 753-8500.
8356.
eat. offer 489-2440.
For sale by owner:
after 5 p.m.
Office 753-0101, home 753Brothers for all your
lot. One car garage. Two
Beautiful
new
house
29. Mobile Home Rentals
7116
work,
backhoe
bulldozing,
miles from Murray. Call
with three bedrooms',
1971 SUPER BEETLE VW, or trucking needs. Phone
PLANTS FOR sale- TWO BEDROOM, air 36. For Rent Or Lease
for appointment Call 753two baths, living room,
$1050. 753.1497 7:30 a. m.- Aurora, 354-8138 or 354tomatoes,
conditioned, one mile out
4931.
peppers,
1202 Sycamore Street den, and complete kitPASCHALL PLUMBING &
-FOR
2:30 p. m. or 9:30 p m.- 8161 after 7 p. m.
RENT
marigolds, petunias, etc.
of city limits on 121 South,
bedroom,
one bath,
Three
chen -with Tappan ApELECTRIC. Well pump '
Private
lot
on
midnight.
Roberts
Azalia and other shrubs.
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.
11
/
2 story. Gas Heat. large
pliances, wall to wall
repair service. Call 753Estate,
100
x
200
ft.
$30
per
THREE
BEDROOM brick,
Sawmill lumber, comCall 753-6649. If no ancorner lot near shopping
carpet, central heat and
PAIN5674.
EXPERIENCED
month. Hook-up for
1972
DATSUN,
four
speed,
11
/
2
baths,
central
post, at Old Murray
heat
swer, call 753-3175.
center, grocery. Only
air, and a total of 1585
or
interior
do
will
TER
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
good
Condition.
Also
two
and
air,
carpet,
Sawmill, 753-4147.
built-ins,
$19,000.
sq. feet living area.
exterior work by the hour NEW OR OLD, remodel
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
wheel trailer. 489-2595.
patio, double car garage
FOX MEADOWS and
810 Bagwell Blvd.- Three
Located in nice new
and repair. Brick, block,
or job. 435-4480.
and
beauty
shop.
Large
Coach Estates mobile
bedroom,two baths, brick
TWO WHEELER, heavy
Subdivision close to
tile, and pea gravel
acre lot, well landscaped,
home parks, exclusive
veneer. Central heat and
duty trailer, 5 x 10 bed.
Murray High School.
James (
See
HUTcHENS'
OLDSMOBILE
walks,
1963
JOHN
and
garden.
Four
miles
air, wall to wall carClassic.33 triband beam, residential area, swimThis house qualifies - DELTA 88, A-1 shape.
753-8500.
Hamilton.
Electric
and
Plumbing
north of 641. Call 753-0099
peting, and many built10, 15, and 20 meters, ming pool. Families only.
for 5% tax credit by new
Service
Phone 474-8800 any time
Repair Service. No jobs
for appointment.
753-3855.
ins, two car garage with
tower and heavy duty
bill signed by President
night.
or
day
small. 436-5642
too
Station
NEED A NEW roof"
automatic door opener. A
rotary assembly. Lots of
Ford
during day.
anytime
MOBILE
HOME,
10
x
42,
Oil
Major
Quality work at an honest
at
$39,500.
real
buy
information,
electronic
more
For
gear
for
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $225.
two bedroom. Located
508 South llth - three
low price. Free estimate.
amateur radio operator.
oIl
753-9403.
Company in
PLOWBUSHHOGGING,
m.
after
4
p.
474-2279
Call
For Sale
near University, nice. 753bedroom, one bath, 11
/
2
Phone Hardin 437-4528.
ING, landscaping, gravel Call 436-5574.
Murra y
3895 nights or 753-3482
By Owner
story frame. Central gas
hauling. Mrytle Bren1961 CHEVROLET pickup
days.
HIGH
furnace. Good location
3 bedroom brice veneer
neman, Pottertown Road, DEPENDABLE
truck, six cylinder, very
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
Motorcycles
47.
lawns
to
wants
boy
School
shopgrocery
and
near
house
near Coldwater,
436-2540.
good shape. See at 807
and 60" chain link fence TWO NEW
1975 all electric
mow. Call 753-6020.
ping center. $16,500.
living room, diningon sale now through April
Lane.
Sunny
homes, central heating,
HONDA 50, 1972. Top
kitchen, built-ins, bath,
Kiksey - 40 acres, ( 25,
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
water and garbage pickup
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
shape. Call 753-4647
THE OWE Shoppe, 1301
carpeted,
completel
tendable), with air-cured
1973 GMC Sprint El
753-2310 for free estimate
work
All
clocks.
furnished, Located 11
/
2 37. Livestock Supplies
air condit ed, electric
Main. April Special - 20
tobacco base, 386 lb.
Camino, full power and
guaranteed. Call 492-8869,
mile east of Murray. Will
heat,law :: .. carport.
per cent off any piece to
spring
burley
fed
base,
air, 350 engine, AM & FM
INSULATION BLOWN in
MONTGOMERY
WARD
be 'available third week in
James Buchanan.
Call 753-0550 or 089-2116 alter
stripped. 753-8240.
be
creek running through
wood
grain.
radio,
PUREBRED CHAROLIAS
with
your attic by Sears expert
three wheeler, all terrain
April. Call 753-8835 for
600 p.m. psi for Jerry.
farm.
Some
buildings.
bulls for sale. Robert H.
Real sharp. $2700. Call CLAYTON'S PAINTING
installers. Helps lower
vehicle. Call 436-5838.
appointment.
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing.
$21,000.
Smith Charolias Farm,
753-8397.
heating
and
airCO. Interior and exterior.
Call 753-8161 after Sp. m.
Near
North
Elementary
Mayfield,
Ky. 247-2426.
TRIUMPH TR 250, perfect
conditioning costs. Call TWO BEDROOM 8 x -40,
and
Commercial
BY OWNER: Brick three
School on Penny Road
Larry Lyles at Sears for
condition.
Must
sell.
Call
residential. Quality work,
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
air-conditioned, shady lot,
bedroom. two bath,
three bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
free estimate. 753-2310.
reasonably priced. For CARPENTRY
trucks. 460 IH tractor.
WORK.
$50 monthly. Call 489-2595. TWO 100 bushel, 12 hole,
central heat and air- 436-2580.
brick veneer home on one
I97 GMC with roll back
hog feeder with cast iron
free estimate, call- 437=- Remodeling, room ad
conditioning: Large
acre. Has electric heat
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
4790 or 437-412.
bottom. $150. Also one
room
with 48. Automotive Service
family
ditions, any type of home
and fireplace. First lime
31. Want To Rent
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
steel tired farm wagon.
or
753-8120
Call
improvements. Free
fireplace
offered. $36,500.
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix WILL DO babysitting in
YOUNG COUPLE looking $50. Call 753-6215.
estimates. 436-5840.
see at 800 North 20th St. FOUR
Telephone
Boyd-Majors
NEW Cragar mags, SS. May see at Ashland
my home in Kirksey area.
for place to rent in
Real Estate, 105 North
, fit any 13 inch wheel. And
Station in Coldwater.
Call 489-2436.
ALUMINUM SERVICE
country, not more than 10 38. Pets - Supplies
12th Street, 753-8080.
new Gillette, raised white
Phone 489-2299 or 247-3895.
miles from Murray. 753FOR SALE or trade CO.-Siding, carports,
-letter tires. Trailer hitch
4917.
three new homes, one
awnings, patio covers.
ALL GIRLS, eight weeks
unit
to
fit
Toyota, Cellica. 1965 CHE'VY
waterfront.
Loans
At today's prices this should be
WAGON, in EXPERIENCED
Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
old. Dad is black and tan,
753-4002 evenings or 762build-up
will
do
ROOFER
in -Ripley's' - 3 bedroom
good
qualify.
shape
if
you
available
mechanically.
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879.
32. Apartments For Rent
Mom is red tick, both top
6851 days..Ask for Bill.
water
frame with fend, room and
and
roofing
Call 753-3672.
Call 753-3672.
coon dogs. 436-5642.
fireploce on 20 acres fenced
proofing. Free estimate.
APARTFURNISHED
for stock.. Only 127,500
Will also mow lawns. 753- SHIR-CAR WELDING:
Trucks
OWNER:
1970
&
Used
Cars
VW,
49.
BY
Three
motor
MENT, three rooms,
Only $29"
KENNELS.
PARADISE
bedroom brick on apbut
4465.
efficient
Small
overhauled. Going to VA
Nestled among nice homes in a
bath, private entrance.
Boarding and grooming.
Pickup,
CHEYANNE
fabrication
or
repair.
proximately
120'
1972
x
Hospital.
Call
150'
quiet
753-132
neighborhood we have
Garage if desired. Prefer
Reg. $39.95
Pick up and delivery
MOWING.
found • practical three
Now is the time to
LAWN
power steering, brakes
lot, with lovely landafter 4 p. m.
one person. 753-1293.
service now available
bedroom, two belt brick close
Dependable and reliable.
prepare for spring. Free
scaping, located at 1617
With FREE
and air conditioning,
to Murray Migh...?9-foot living
Call 743-4106.
estimates. Pick up and
Call 753-0126 or 767-2554
Kirkwood. Has large
39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call 50. Campers
FURNISHED
SMALL
area plus formal lying room and
Speakers
delivery on request
kitchen with built-ins,
436-2584.
apartment, utilities paid. 41.
ample storage
Public
Sales
Satisfaction guaranteed.
also large living roomYou Also get service on
WE WILL BUY - good
Phone 753-3106.
GUTTERING -SEARS all
Call 753-0866.
these units
dining area, bath, utility 1967
If vow want room to really live
TRUCK
FORD
used campers and travel
YARD SALE - moving, here is a home on a large coun
aluminum seamless
room,
and
lots
of
body.
long
Contact
storage.
van,
Econoline
trailers.
THREE
FURNISHED
selling contents of house
gutters with baked on
try lot. This beautiful home has
Selling price $28,500. Call
Camper
EMPTOR"
Excellent running conArrowhead
"CAVEAT
room apartment adthree beifroorns, two baths and
Saturday and Sunday, 402
white or colored enamel.
for
appointment.
436-2495.
753-8432.
E.,
80
$600.
Highway
campus.
will
Skipper
dition.
Sales,
Licensed
joining college
unbelievably
priced
in
the
low
753South 8th Street. 8 a. m. -8
Call Larry Lyles at
commission the
Mayfield, Kentucky. 247you
help
No pets or children. For
20's.
p. m. Antiques, tools,
2310 for free estimate.
8187.
"right" sailboat. For
information call 753-3264.
RETIREMENT HOME or
1961 CHEVROLET Impala,
Wilson Real Estate
glassware.
Centrel Shopping Center
sailing charter and insummer home to be near
30,000 miles, extra clean,
753-5865
Phone 753-3263
WILL FILL out income tax
APARTstruction, call Ben ArmFURNISHED
the lake, either way you
Travel
$995. 753-1644.
SCOTTY
13'
reports. T. W. Crawford,
strong 436-2174.
MENT, large kitchen, FOR ALL your auction sale
can't go wrong in this neat
Trailer, easily towed by
attorney. 1107 Olive
needs, call Chester & 46. Homes For
room-bedroom
living
five
room
home with
Excellent
car.
Sale
small
26 TV-Radio
Street. 753-1690.
Miller Auction Service.
combination. Call 753basement, home has vinyl 1971 FORD one ton dump
condition. 247-3541 after 4
435-4128.
8175.
aluminum siding for low
53. Feed And Seed
truck Call 7f 2-7370
p m.
BY OWNER: Two new 3
REALISTIC Hand-held CB
GARDEN BREAKING and
maintenance and extra
bedroom brick homes
transceiver with channels
bushhogging.
See
discing,
well insulated. Quite a
WHEAT STRAW, ideal for
close to Murray High
1, 10, 11, 14, 5 watts, six THREE ROOM furnished 43. Real Estate
Lonis Brown at Dill's
INTERNATIONAL 20' 1973 Giles travel trailer,
1914
value at only s9,500
new lawns or bedding.
apartment.
Lots
of
School. Both have large
channels. 753-8046.
fully
self-contained,
six
Trailer
8,
Court,
Trailer
Travelall. Four wheel
Moffitt Realty. 206 South
Also 25 bushels ear corn.
• closets, carpeting, air- THE QUALIFIED perdens with fireplaces, two
753tire,s
like
new.
ply
or Route 7, Box 17, Highdrive. Good condition.
12th 753-3597.
753-4820.
conditioner. Can be seen
sonal at Guy Spann
baths, and are on large
7833.
27. Mobile Home Sales
home,
West.
If
not
way
94
m.
p.
$400. 753-0703 after 4
at Owens Food Market,
Realty are waiting to talk
lots. Call 753-3903 for
leave note.
$12,000-SHARP
two
1407
West
Main.
to
you
54. Free Column
regarding
your
further information.
SELL OR TRADE -10 x 50
bedroom
TRAILER,
frame
pickup,
$450.
DODGE
CAMPING
1965
home
Real Estate needs. Our
DOZER jobs.
two bedroom Star. Front
SMALL
with beautiful carpeting,
Call 753-0619.
good shape, $325. Call 435puppie-free.
time is your time. Give us
kitchen, carpeted, storm PARTIALLY
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p. ONE COLLIE
FURdecor
NICE
TWO
and
4497
or 435-4526.
bedroom
house
throughout.
a
call
or drop by the office
753-9849.
windows, house type
NISHED duplex apartat 1416 Vine, ideal for
Situated on over an acre 1973 OLDSMOBILE 98, low
at 901 Sycamore Street,
furniture including hidement, three miles east of
young couple or elderly
and offers seclusion but
mileage, two door, extra CAMM-A-RAMA
Sales,
753-7724.
a-bed couch. Extra neat.
Murray. Deposit
couple. 753'9761.
only minutes away from
sharp, astro wheels, • Coachman, Trail Star,
527-9981.
required. Call 753-6231.
Highway 121 for easy
loaded. 753-5532.
Fold down, unique, Good
ROBERTS REALTY
Call Moffitt
access.
located on South 12th at FRAME HOUSE and fili;
used trailers. ½ mile east
Over 500 Rolls
Realty, 206 South }2th, 1966 FORD FAIRLANE
actes land. West of
Sycamore
12 ft Heavy Rubber limb shoe many colors to choose from only
has
five
of 68 and 641 intersection.
753-3597
53 95
Midway. Call 492-8729
Draffinville. Ky. Phone
licensed and bonded sales
500. 289 engine, one
type rabber bock tweed only 52 91 sq. yd.
12 & 15 ft Cme.s.m'c
after 5 p. m.
personnel to serve you
owner, factory air,
527-7807.
REDUCED
colors).
FOR
lawny
quick
Help secure your mobile home against
plus twenty years exautomatic, good conditon,
15 ft level loop S Sclirwal Pattern Carpet S. plush only 1.4.11514. yd.
sale, waterfront lot. Yearclusive real estate ex- NEW
low mileage. See at 230
high winds'‘vith a time down anchor kit
12 ft. Rubber beck Sculptured Slag Big Selection Only 54.95 sq. yd.
Services Offered
THREE bedroom,
51.
home
round
Central
heat
753or
call
perience.
South 15th,
Call 753-1651 or
12 ft. Heavy Selig is only 54 95 sq yd
_from Quality Service Co. 3 bnads, 6 antwo bath, den, heat and
with
air
and
drive-in
come by our office. We
8186.
12 Pl. Printed Carpet Rubber beck only 1.3.95 sq. yds
air, in Sherwood Forest.
chors, 6 brackets, completely installed
basement 436-5332'.
D. C.'S' ROOFING-new
12 ft. Cessaeleran Shynel Vinyl only $2.61 sq. yd.
like to talk REAL
Call
$125.00).
cotlect,
Paducah,
443for $109.50.(Regular price
roofs,reroofs, repairs. All
trucks.
ESTATE. •
all
FOR
CAMPERS
One PRe Special
04116$ PS).
2189 after 5 p.
_
work guaranteed. 437'April 7-12 Only
NEW MUSK.for sate m
tractor • and
-1914.4. tins,"
Only 52.,
19 sq yd
Small
4760
,fLaJesborough. 11
/
2 story. equip-404k 19601Mailbu
WILSO,N. Arakkaocz,
- Osor Freest Stiolphweil Shag .111.9, Went
•
- OWIstr.41:` -Three
Real rsfrite, and Auction
conP
WI 06'10flOt. rder
Chevrolet, two door. 1957
Only 13.711 sq. yd
bedrooms. 3 baths. Many
mowers
- at 202 South 4th Street,
lawn
bedroom, two bath,
1
2 ton truck. 1945 GET YOUR
Chevy /
iper* lastatition Available
6101111C.M4
including
invites you to call 753-3263
especially
extras in house,ceiling,
repaired now in time for
nice
for
Chevy 11
/
2 ton ,truck.
-seer enema
Cathedral
or see Ron Talent, Loselta
children. See at 812
spring. Fix mowers, rotoLarge welder on trailer.
balcony, central vac and
Bagwell Blvd. Please call
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
fillers. and small engines.
Located at Duncan's
Phone 753-9290
Wallasey 641 South I miles Isom mouvey Sou* Motel Tema 901-494-9733
So. 4th & Elm Street
intercom Call 753-9208.
753-9901 for showing.
real estate
436-5525
Garage. 753-9983.
Pr

IRS k

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911
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Special
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TV Service
Center
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$500
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Rev. Walker Will
Speak Sunday At
Baptist Church

I Funerals
Mrs. Mattie Wall
----Dies Thursday
With Rites Sunday
Mrs. Mattie Jo Wall, 59, of 170
Summit Trail, Reidland,died at
11:15 p. m.Thursday at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.--Mrs. Wall, a native of Marshall County, owned a beauty
shop in Benton before moving to
Reidland 13 years ago. She was
a beautician at a Reidland shop
until she recently became ill.
She was a member of
Reidland United Methodist
Church.
Funeral services will be held
at 2:30 p. m. Sunday at Collier
Funeral Chapel at Benton with
Rev. John Archer officiating.
Survivors
include
the
husband, Cecil Wall; two
daughters, Miss Celia Wall of
Memphis and Mrs. Carol Driver
of Murray, and a brother,
Delbert Norwood of Benton.
..14itrial. will-be- in Maple
Springs Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
hmeral home.

A gospel meeting will open at
the Green Plain Church of
Christ on Sunday, April 6, and
continue through Friday, April
11.
Bro: E. C. Meadows will be
the speaker for the services at
seven p.m. each evening.

Rev-. - Richard
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at
the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, April 6, at the church.
Ray Brownfield,deacon of the
week, G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Edward T.
Walsh, minister of youth, will
assist in the morning services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with Mrs. John
Bowker as organist, will
The Youth Choir will present
present special music at the
special music at the 10:45 a.m.
morning service.
At the evening service the worship services on Sunday,
Sing and Tell Christian Folk April 6, at the First
Singing group will be presented Presbyterian Church.
Carl Mowery will direct the
in a concert, "Jesus Is
choir as they sing the anthem,
Coming."
Sunday School will be at 9:30 "Clap Your Hands." Miss Cindy
Hartwell is organist.
a.m.
The pastor, Rev. Chuck
Volunteer nursery workers
for Sunday morning will be Mrs. Moffett, will have as his sermon
Bill Adams, Jr., - Miss Mindy subject, "Transforming Dry
Hale, Mrs. Danny Woods, Mrs. Bones," with his scripture
Wilburn Farris, Mr. and Mil, Ecclesiastes 37:1-14 and Acts
-a:44 and 41-49:."
Mrs.' alvin
A nursery is provided for all
Morris, Miss Mary Morris, Mrs.
Eric Polly, Mrs. William Sams, services. Church School will be
at 9:30 a.m.
and Miss Julie Sams.
• Named to the Pulpit Supply
Committee have been Dr. Hugh
Oakley, chairman, Bill Adams,
LODGE TO MEET
Jr., and Terry Lawrence.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F.
de A. M. will meet tonight at 7p.
m. Work will be in the E. A.
degree. All Masons are invited

Presbyterians To
Hear Youth Choir
Sunday Morning

SEVENTH-EIGHTH GRADE WINNERS —
Winners in the seventh and eighth grades
at North
Elementary School in the local 4-H "Speak-U
p" contest were, top row, left to right,
Danny
Spears, William Tobey,Shawn Simmons, Tamm
y Turner, Nancy Story, and Stephanie Wyatt,
Mr.
Walker's class; fourth row, Teresa McKinney, Jackie
Parker, Renee McDougal, David Lee, Jimmy
Joe Hale, and, not pictured, Greg Garlan
d, Mr. Nix's class; third row, Tommy Bogges
s, David
Coleman, Kathy Black, LaDon Dowdy,Renae
Edwards, and Larry Cunningham, not present,
Mrs.
Lassiter's class; second row, Kim Willie, Sharon
Walker, Chandra Watkins, David Thorn, Tomm‘,
Thornton, Mrs. Feltner's class; Keith Edward
s, Roger A. Garland, Gena Beaman, Mrs. Willia
ms
class, front row, Kathy Lovett, Jane Greer,
Kerry Lamb, Chuck Harrison, Mrs. Potts' class;
and
James Bibb, Tammie Crouse and Laura
Fones, Mrs. Williams'class.
,

Shoney Henderson
Dies; Funeral Is
Held On Friday
Shoney Henderson, retired
businessman and farmer of
Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday
at his home. He was 73 years of
age.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Annie Myrick Henderson; one
daughter, Miss Maxine Henderson of Mt. Clemens, Mich.;
one son, Leon Henderson of
Paris, Tenn.; three sisters,
Mrs. Quitman Walker of Hazel
and Mrs. Wayne Dyson and
Mrs. Lucille Pafford( both of
Paris, Tenn.; three brothers,
Talton Henderson of Hazel,
Luther Henderson of Detroit,
Mich., and Bill Henderson of
Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services were held at
two p. m. Friday at LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with burial in the
Hillcrest Cemetery there.

Green Plain Will
Have Gospel Meet

SIXTH GRADE WINNERS — Sixth grade
winners in the 4-H "Speak-Up" contest at North
Elementary School were, top row,
left to right, Teddy Garland, Deborah Gupton, Celisa
Curd
Sandy Jeffrey, and, not present, Michael Harris
on, Mrs. Grogan's class; second row,Steve Baker,
Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth Ahart, Regina Darnel
l, Regina Bynum,and, not present, Ginger Comp
ton, Mrs. Brown's class: front row, Richard Trembl
ay, Marty Wyatt, Mark Roberts, Darvin Ston
Terresa Stuckey, Sheila Rutland, and Donna Swift,
Mrs. Beach's class.

'Speak-Up
Contest Held
At Two Schools

Nearly 900 students have -participated in the local 4-H
"Speak-Up" speech contest in
two county elementary schools.
Students at North and East
Elementary Schools participated in the speech contest,
jointly sponsored by the 4-H
council and the school administration. Judging is going
on today at East Elementary,
and a county-wide runoff will be
held late this month between the
two schools.
The students' teachers
assigned speech topics, and helped individual students with
preparation and practice of the
speeches. 4-H officials acted as
judges of the contests. Ribbons
were awarded to all who participated, according to Fred
Gillum, 4-H spokesman.

Memorial Church
Plans Services
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at the church
on Sunday, April 6.
Tommy Wilkins will be
directing the music in the absence of Rev.Ron Hampton who
is in a -i-evival meeting. The
Sanctuary Choir will sing "All
Hail the Power Medley" with
Mrs. Tommy Wilkins as
organist and Miss Diane
Wilkins as pianist.
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning
services.
At the evening services the
ordinance of The Lord's Supper
will be observed.
Church School will be at 9:40
a.m. and Church Training at
5:30 p.m. on Sunday.

FOURTH-FIFTH GRADE WINNERS — Winners in the
fourth
and fifth grades at North Elementary School in the local
4-H
"Speak-Up" speech contest, were, top row, left to
right, Kelly
Crouse, Terry Bourland, Robert Oick, Christy Clark,
Tricia
Clark, and Tonya Darnell, Mrs. Sanders' class; fourth
row,
Lonna Fun, Mitzi McCallon, Julie C,argus, Todd
Harrison,
Phillip Orr and Jackie Hale, Mrs. Darnell's class;
third row,
Gay Woodall, Marsha Turner, Regina Walker, Keith
Rogers,
and David Stom, Mrs. Nance's class; second row,
Susan
The Seventh and Poplar
Smith, Cynthia Bazzell, Tracy Beach, David Cunni
ngham,
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
Mark Duncan, and Johnny Gammon, Mrs. Neale'
s class; front--_John Dale speak at both
- the
row, Laleanna Thornton, Lisa Winchester, Cathy
Smith, Keith
10:443 a.m. and six p.m. services
Lovett, and Mark Roberts, Mrs. Douglas'class.
on Sunday, April 6.
"The Consequences of Sin"
will be the subject of the
morning sermon with Jamie
Potts to read the scripture from
'Proverbs 13:15. Prayers will be
led by Gary Lamb and Lenice
Fisk.
Sundays 11 a. m. to 7 p.m.
The evening sermon topic will
Dr. Phyllis Corbett, former
Lunch L Dinner
missionary to Africa, will be the be "Zeal and Knowledge" with
speaker at both the 8:45 and the -scripture from Romans
Entree Includes:
10:50 a. m. services on Sunday, - 10:1-4 to be read by Bruce
Salad your choice of meets and three vegetables only
April 6, at the First United McManus. Huie Suiter and
Dewey Yates will lead
s2.49
Methodist Church.
in
At the first service a duet, prayers.
Children under 12 —51.50
Jerry Bolls will direct
"Hold Thou My Hand," will be
the
sung by Mrs. James Diuguid song service and Johnny
Bohannon will make the
and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran.
1 Turkey and Dressing
an,
s The Chancel Choir, directed nouncements.
2. Baked Ham with Raisin Sauce
Presiding for The
by 'Paul Shahan with Mrs.
3, Roast Round of Beef with Mushroom Sauce
'Lord's
Richard Farrell at the organ, Supper will be Frank Hargis
and
Roy
Harmon.
Vegetables
will sing the anthem,"I Will Not
Serving on the Extension
Leave You Comfortless," at the
1. Whipped Potatoes
Department for this week
10:50 a. m. service.
will
2. Green Beans with Almonds
The Young Adults Class will be Edward Thomas, Nelson
3. White Whole Kernel Corn
Murdoc
k,
Noah
meet at four p. m. Sunday at the
Wheatley, and
4 candied Sweet Potatoes
Church to go to Aurora to play Bernice Wilferd.
Serving the congregation
miniature golf.
for
1)essert
At six p. m. Sunday the Senior The Lord's Supper during April
Fresh Strawberry Pie
UMYF will meet at the church will be Rue Nix, Ray Karraker,
Peach Shortcake
and have supper at seven p. m. Ron Ragsdale, Church Adams,
The Junior UMYT will leave Stafford Curd, J. R. Watson,
the church at six p. m. for James Harris, and Ken Farley.
Nursery assistants for
Burger Queen for supper and
April
-All You Can Eat"
will be Marilyn
then skating at Benton.
Thornton,
t.avelle Beall, Debbie
White Beans
Carol Sims, Janice Nix, Miller,
Cole Slaw,French Fries
Rose, Tressa Brewer, Janice
LAKE DATA
Hush Puppies
Marsha
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 361.4, Dale, and Sue Miller
Counti
ng
the
up 0.5.
contribution for
Below dam 339.4, down 0.4. the second quarter will be
Aubrey Hatcher, chair
,
Barkley Lak4N-7 !!'•11 .361.40 uP. Pent
ftaasdale,YrCed Oitharn
0.5. - •
Court Square Murray
dam 347.2, down-0.3, Ronnie Silk Chaj Lamb,:
Sunset 7:21 p.m. Sunrise 6:37-11uTe''Suiter, RoY
Thomas, Gary ',arm,
a.m.
Walker, and Forest no\ 1 Max

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Here

Rudy's Restaurant
Open

Catfish Special

$249

Rudy's Restaurant .

"The Saven Last Words of
Christ" will be the sermon in
music to be presented by the
Chancel Choir of the First
Christian Church on Sunday,
AFil_Lat 10:45 a. m.
Mrs. William Porter is choir
director and Gary Galloway is
organist. Soloists will be
Margery Shown, soprano,
Joseph Prince, tenor, and Jack
Crook, baritone.
For the offertory a violin solo
will be by Cathy McCann.
Dr. Joe Cartwright will be the
worship leader with Rev. Bill
Porter and Eugene Scott as
elders. Juniors will serve as
deacons. Mark Austin will be
candle lighter and Dr. and Mrs.
Joe Cartwright and Mr. and
Mrs. Ron Mitchell will be
greeters.
The flowers will be .in
- Ma yrne
Randolph.
The God Squad will meet
Sunday at 4:30 p. m.followed by
supper with The Others at six p.
m.

Red Cross Board Of
Directors To Meet

The Board of Directors of the
Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter will holds its quarterly
meeting on Tuesday, April 8, at
four p.m. at the Calloway
County'Court House.
Holmes Ellis, chairman,
urges all board members to
attend.

Music Sermon
At Christian
Church Sunday

David Jackson To
Speak On Sunday
Bro. David Jackson, youth

Minister, will be the. speaker at
the 10:30 a.m. services on
Sunday, April 6, at the
University Church of Christ.
The six p.m. speaker will be
Carl Robinson of the Crieve Hall
Church of Christ, Nashville,
Tenn.
At the morning service the
scripture will be read by Jace
Wilson with prayers to be led by
Joseph Hendon and Ronnie
Dunn.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a.m.

‘1(

More Students
On Honor Roll
At Murray High
Seven freshmen students at
Murray High School were
inadvertently omitted from the
list provided by the school and
published early this week.
The additional students
making the honor roll, and their
averages, according to sehool
principal, Eli Alexander, are:
Angela Rickman, 2,54; Michael
Russell, 2.80; Danna Shipley,
2.80; Tina Steele, 2.60; Shara
Toon, 3.0; Lisa Watson, 2.80;
and Bill Wilson, 2.78.

for PROGESS wallows EXTRAVAGANCE

MIRROR TRICK
Archimedes did the solar
energy "trick" with mirrors
in 212 B.C. when he set the Roman fleet ablaze at the siege
of Syracuse by focusing the
sun's rays on the ships with
giant mirrors.

City Council — Ward 'B'
Democratic Primary May 27, 1975

TRUCKLOAD SALE
its z',

Tillers -

Regularly $299"
Briggs & Stratton
Big 5 H. P.
or Techeusm
Special
Price
Engine which ever
Special Price for a
you prefer
limited time only

50

239

Just Received!!!

BIG
Heavy Duty_8 H.P.
Tiller
Over $60,000
Iventory of Tillers
In Stock Now.

Missionary Speaker
Sunday At First
Methodist Church

Regularly *37900 $33950
SpecialPrice
We Buy
By The

Easy Terms
Bank Rote Financing Available
No Money Down
45 Days Until First Payment
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To Save
You Money

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

"The Titter Pla-ce"

Ph. 753-3361

Remember! When you Buy from Murray Supply you getv Quality v Money Savings v The best, guaranteed
service in the azea(with over $25,000 worth ofparts in Stock!
)
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